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“Scientists, bound only by reason, are society’s true anarchists.”
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“The one unforgivable sin is to be boring.” –Yvonne J. Hitchens

“I love deadlines. I love the whooshing noise they make as they go
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”Aus so krummem Holze, als woraus der Mensch gemacht ist, kann
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Abstract

Natural killer (NK) cells are effector cells of the innate immune system
that are responsible for mediating cellular cytotoxicity against virally infected
or neoplastically transformed cells. NK cell subsets are defined by their ex-
pression of certain cell-surface markers, and are usually related to activation
and developmental status.

However, how distinct NK cell phenotypes correlate with behavior in NK–
target interactions is less widely characterized. There is therefore a need
to study NK cell behavior down at the single-cell level. One aim of this
thesis is to approach methods that quantitatively describe these single-cell-
level behavioral differences of NK cells.

Additionally, the ability of NK cells to migrate through the extracellular
matrix (ECM) microenvironment is crucial for NK cell trafficking and immune
surveillance. Traditional imaging studies of NK cell migration and cytotoxic-
ity do not properly reproduce the structural and mechanical cues that shape
the migratory response of NK cells in vivo.

Therefore, it is desirable to implement 3-D in vitro migration and killing
assays that better mimic in vivo conditions. Another aim of this thesis is
to develop a microwell-based assay for 3-D time-lapse imaging of NK cell
migration and cytotoxicity.

Using a newly developed single-cell imaging and screening assay, we trap
small populations of NK and target cells inside microwells, where they are
imaged over extended periods of time. We have performed experiments on
resting, IL-2-activated, educated, and non-educated NK cells and quantified
their migration behavior and cytotoxicity. One major discovery was that a
small population of NK cells mediate a majority of the cytotoxicity directed
against target cells. A particularly cytotoxic group of cells, termed serial
killers, displayed faster and more effective cytotoxicity. Serial killers were
more prevalent in IL-2-activated and educated NK cells, but were also present
in a small fraction of resting and non-educated NK cells. IL-2-activated and
educated NK cells displayed more dynamic migration behavior than resting
and non-educated NK cells. Additionally, IL-2-activated and educated NK
cells spent more time in NK–target cell conjugates and post-conjugation at-
tachment than resting and non-educated NK cells.

To more closely approximate in vivo conditions, we have combined our
microwell assay with an interstitial ECM-like matrix. The microwells allow
for long-term imaging of NK–target cell interactions within a confined 3-D
volume. NK cells were tracked and interactions with target cells were scored
for duration and outcome. The developed microwell-based assay is suitable
for 3-D time-lapse imaging of NK cell migration and cytotoxicity. As it allows
for experiments with human cells, it could be used as a complement to in vivo
imaging.

We have quantified NK cell behavioral heterogeneity and developed tools
that can be used to further study and elucidate differences in the behavior
of single immune cells. These tools advance current methods for single-cell
analysis, which will likely play an even more important role in the study of
immune responses in the future.
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Sammanfattning

NK-celler är effektorceller tillhörande det ospecifika immunförsvaret och
har till uppgift att avdöda virusinfekterade och neoplastiska celler. Subpopu-
lationer av NK-celler klassificeras p̊a basis av uttryck av ytmolekyler och är
vanligtvis relaterade till cellernas aktiverings- och utvecklingsstatus.

Hur dessa fenotypiskt distinkta subpopulationer korrelerar med beteende
i NK–m̊alcellinteraktioner är inte lika välstuderat. Det finns därför ett behov
att studera NK-cellbeteende ner p̊a encellsniv̊a. Ett m̊al med denna avhand-
ling är att närma sig metoder som kvantitativt beskriver dessa skillnader i
NK-cellbeteende p̊a encellsniv̊a.

NK-cellers förmåga att migrera genom extracellulär matris är avgörande
för deras celltrafik och immunövervakning. I traditionella avbildningsstudier
av NK-cellers migration och cytotoxicitet återskapas inte de strukturella och
mekaniska faktorer som formar NK-cellmigration in vivo.

Det är därför önskvärt att implementera migrationsassays i 3-D som
bättre efterliknar in vivo-situationer. Ett annat m̊al med denna avhandling
är att utveckla en mikrobrunnsbaserad assay för 3-D-avbildning av NK-cell-
migration och -cytotoxicitet.

Genom att använda en nyligen utvecklad plattform för encellsavbildning
och -screening f̊angar vi små populationer av NK- och m̊alceller inuti mikro-
brunnar, där de kan avbildas under längre tider. Vi har genomfört experiment
p̊a vilande och IL-2-aktiverade NK-celler, samt undersökt NK-cellutbildning,
och kvantifierat dessa cellers migration och cytotoxiska beteende. En hu-
vudsaklig upptäckt var att en liten population av de studerade NK-cellerna
avdödade en majoritet av målcellerna. En särskilt cytotoxisk grupp celler, som
benämnes seriemördare, uppvisade en snabbare och mer effektiv cytotoxicitet.
Seriemördare var mer vanligt förekommande hos IL-2-aktiverade och utbilda-
de NK-celler än hos vilande och icke-utbildade NK-celler. IL-2-aktiverade och
utbildade NK-celler uppvisade mer dynamiskt migrationsbeteende än vilan-
de och icke-utbildade NK-celler. Dessutom tillbringade IL-2-aktiverade och
utbildade NK-celler en länge tid i målcellskonjugat och var i kontakt med
målceller längre efter konjugering än vilande och icke-utbildade NK-celler.

För att närmare återskapa in vivo-tillst̊and har vi kombinerat v̊ar mi-
krobrunnsassay med en matris som liknar interstitiell extracellulär matris.
Mikrobrunnarna möjliggör l̊angtidsavbildning av NK–m̊alcellinteraktioner in-
om en avgränsad volym. NK-cellerna sp̊arades och längden och utfallet av
målcellinteraktioner utvärderades. Den utvecklade mikrobrunnsassayen är läm-
plig för 3-D-avbildning av NK-cellmigration och -cytotoxicitet. Eftersom den
till̊ater experiment med humana celler kan den komplettera avbildning in
vivo.

Vi har kvantifierat funktionell NK-cellheterogenitet och utvecklat verktyg
som kan användas för att ytterligare studera och bringa klarhet i hur enskilda
immuncellers beteende skiljer sig åt. Dessa verktyg är en vidareutveckling
av nuvarande metoder för encellsanalys, som sannolikt kommer att spela en
större roll i studiet av immunsvar i framtiden.
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摘摘摘要要要

自然杀伤细胞是先天免疫系统自带的效应细胞，主要通过调解其细胞毒性
对抗病毒感染和细胞瘤变。 自然杀伤细胞的亚型主要通过其表面抗原性质来定
义并通常与一些激活和进展状态相联系。 然而，关于自然杀伤细胞表型与其目
标反应之间的相互联系的研究依然比较匮乏。因此，在单细胞层面对自然杀伤
细胞表现的研究是十分必要的。
本论文的研究目的之一就是寻找方法来定量分析单细胞层水平NK细胞的行

为差异。
此外，自然杀伤细胞在细胞外基质微环境中的迁移对自然杀伤细胞的移动

和免疫监督非常重要。
关于自然杀伤细胞迁移和细胞毒性的传统成像研究并不能合理地呈现触发

此细胞在体内迁移的形变和应变响应过程。因此，关于细胞迁移和细胞杀伤的
体外三维研究对探索NK细胞的体内反应机制尤为重要。
本论文的另一个目的就是构建基于微孔试验来研究NK细胞迁移和细胞毒性

随时间在三维空间中随时间的变化。
通过新型的单细胞成像和筛选方法，我们将少量NK细胞和靶细胞放入微孔

内，同时进行长期的图像观察。 我们实验观察并测定了不同NK细胞的迁移和
细胞毒性，包括静止型，IL-2 激活型，诱导型和非诱导型NK细胞。
一个重要发现是少量NK细胞实际上介导了其对靶细胞的主要细胞毒性。
一个具有特别细胞毒性的群体，称为连续杀伤细胞/持续杀伤细胞，表现出

了更快更有效的细胞毒性。连续杀伤细胞在IL-2 激活型，诱导型细胞中出现得
更多，但是在静止型和非诱导型细胞中也少量释放。前两者比后两者表现出了
更活跃的迁移性能，但需要较长的结合时间。
为了更接近在体状态，我们把基于微孔的实验与细胞外基质类似结构结合

来研究NK细胞的活动。微孔有效地把NK细胞控制在一个三维小空间内，以便
长时间观察NK细胞与目标细胞的反应。NK细胞可以被一直追踪并进一步测定
了其与目标细胞的反应时间和反应结果。 这种基于微孔的测试对研究NK细胞
在三维空间内随时间的迁移和细胞毒性的图像研究非常有效。
它也适应于人类细胞的研究，可以为体内细胞成像研究提供良好辅助平

台。
综上，本论文研究中，我们量化分析了NK细胞行为的异质性，并开发了实

验方法可用于进一步研究和阐明不同单一免疫细胞的行为的方法。
这些实验手段进一步提升了单细胞研究分析能力，并且未来将在免疫响应

研究进一步起到更加重要的作用。
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Outline of thesis

This thesis is concerned with the development and application of methods for in
vitro single-cell imaging and analysis of NK cell behavior, primarily cytotoxicity
and cell migration.

The thesis is arranged into four chapters:

Chapter 1 This section first gives a very brief introduction to some of the im-
munological concepts relevant for this thesis. Then, it describes NK cells and their
function in the immune system. The chapter also presents the ECM and different
approaches to approximating the function of ECM in vitro. Additionally, it presents
some aspects of NK cell migration and highlights discoveries made using ECM-like
matrices to study NK cell behavior. Lastly, it gives an overview of population-based
and single-cell-based assays to study immune responses.

Chapter 2 Describes the experimental methods used in this thesis and attempts
to put these methods into a broader context.

Chapter 3 Summarizes the results presented in Papers I–V.

Chapter 4 Discusses the results presented in Chapter 3 and offers concluding
remarks.

xix





Chapter 1

Introduction

Outline

In this chapter I will first give a basic introduction to the immune system, with focus
on NK cell biology and function. I will then give an outline of the extracellular
matrix (ECM) and introduce different model systems used to approximate the
function of ECM in vitro. Then I will describe the basics of NK cell migration and
cell–ECM interactions relevant to NK cell migration. In addition, I will highlight
some discoveries made using ECM-like matrices to study NK cell migration. Lastly,
I will give an overview of different population-based and single-cell-based assays
used in vitro to study NK cell behavior.

1.1 The immune system

Immunity, broadly defined, is an organism’s ability to withstand disease and in-
fections. A major requirement for immunity is thus the ability to discriminate the
organism’s own cells (self ) from foreign cells and material (non-self ). The immune
system is comprised of the different systems of cells and soluble molecules that an
organism employs to establish immunity. An immune response is the combined
response of the immune system to ensure immunity. Antigen is a general term for
substances that can elicit immune responses. In more specific terms, antigens are
molecules that interact with B-cell receptors (BCRs) and cell-surface T-cell recep-
tors (TCRs), or that bind to antibodies. TCRs and antibodies recognize specific
antigenic peptides (i.e. parts of an antigen) known as epitopes.

The immune system encompasses a diverse collection of complex, dynamically
interacting, partly stochastic, self-regulating, and in part functionally redundant
elements. A useful distinction is made between the innate and the adaptive immune
system. The basis for this distinction is, broadly speaking, the means by which the
immune system recognizes foreign pathogens.

1
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The innate immune system responds quickly and with broad specificity (gener-
ally described as non-specific). The adaptive immune system, in contrast, responds
slower and with high specificity. Immunological memory is a feature of adaptive
immunity. Immune responses can be classified as primary or secondary. Novel anti-
gens trigger a primary immune response which, when resolved, has produced long-
lived antigen-specific “memory” cells. When the immune system re-encounters the
same antigen, a secondary immune response is triggered. The secondary response
is mediated by activation of memory cells, and in turn leads to a faster resolution
of the immune response. This “recall” response by memory cells forms the basis
of vaccination. In vaccination, the host is injected with safe versions of pathogenic
antigens, which prompts a primary immune response and subsequent formation of
memory cells. This provides the benefits of antigen-specific memory without pri-
mary infection. Differences between innate and adaptive immunity are collected in
Table 1.1.

Table 1.1: The innate and adaptive immune systems

Innate immunity Adaptive immunity

Time scale
(initial defense) 0− 12 h > 12 h

Constituents

Epithelial barriers, NK cells,
ILCs, granulocytes,
monocytes, γδ T cells,
complement system

CD4+ T cells,
CD8+ T cells,
B cells

Immunological
memory No (with exceptions) Yes

Receptors Germline-encoded Somatic recombination

Another useful distinction in the immune system is that between humoral im-
munity and cell-mediated immunity. Broadly, this distinction is based on whether
the immune response is mediated by soluble (in extracellular fluid) or cellular com-
ponents of the immune system. These two branches, or schools of immunology,
have a long and at times antagonistic history that stretches back until the end of
the 19th century [1].

Humoral immunity is mainly mediated by antibodies produced by plasma cells,
which are terminally differentiated B cells. Antibodies (fr. German: Antikörper),
or immunoglobulins (Ig), are glycoproteins that bind antigen, typically with high
specificity and affinity. They exert effector function by neutralizing antigen through
coating, promoting phagocytosis through opsonization, or by activating comple-
ment (another part of the humoral immune system that mediates plasma membrane
pore formation). Cell-mediated immunity is performed by leukocytes. Leukocytes
are nucleated blood cells and include phagocytic cells (neutrophils, macrophages,
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dendritic cells), basophils, eosinophils, mast cells, and lymphocytes (B cells, T cells,
and innate lymphoid cells (ILCs)). Leukocytes are further divided into granulocytes
and mononuclear cells. Neutrophils, basophils, eosinophils and mast cells are gran-
ulocytes with a noticeable cytoplasmic granule content. Mononuclear cells consist
of monocytes (precursors of macrophages and dendritic cells) and lymphocytes.
Lymphocytes are part of both innate and adaptive immune systems.

All immune cells are derived from hematopoietic stem cells (HSCs) [2]. HSCs are
self-renewing multipotent stem cells that are capable of generating all blood cells.
Hematopoiesis is the generation of blood cells from HSCs. The bone marrow (BM)
is the primary site of hematopoiesis. Ectopic hematopoiesis, i.e. hematopoiesis
at secondary sites outside the BM, is called extramedullary hematopoiesis. HSCs
are differentiated into mature blood cells by passing through a series of progeni-
tor cells and developmental intermediates. According to the common model, after
losing self-renewal capacity, HSCs differentiate into multipotent progenitor (MPP)
cells. MPPs then bifurcate into either common myeloid progenitor (CMP) cells
or common lymphoid (CLP) cells. CMPs and CLPs are committed precursors of
the myeloid and lymphoid lineages, respectively. However, HSCs have been found
to directly differentiate into a lineage-restricted lymphoid-primed multipotent pro-
genitor (LMPP) stage, complicating this dichotomy somewhat [3]. CMPs give rise
to erythrocytes, granulocytes, monocytes, and platelet-producing megakaryocytes.
CLPs give rise to lymphocytes.

The immune system is regulated by small soluble intercellular signaling proteins
called cytokines [4]. Cytokines are also important in hematopoiesis, inflammation,
cell trafficking and embryogenesis. Common designations for cytokines are inter-
leukins (IL), interferons (IFNs), chemokines (cell migration-inducing cytokines),
tumor necrosis factor (TNF), and transforming growth factor (TGF).

Interleukins are named as such because they are produced by, and act on, leuko-
cytes. NK cells are activated by IL-2 derived from activated antigen-specific T
cells [5, 6]. IL-12 and IL-15 secretion by monocytes, macrophages and DCs helps
promote NK cell effector functions [7]. IL-15 is important for NK cell development
and proliferation [8].

Interferons got their name because they were discovered to interfere with viral
replication [9]. Virally triggered INF-α production by plasmacytoid DCs strongly
activates NK cells, which upregulate perforin and secrete IFN-γ.

Chemokines are small cytokines that modulate leukocyte chemotaxis and acti-
vation. NK cells express a range of chemokine receptors [10].

Tumor necrosis factor-α is a pro-inflammatory cytokine produced by NK cells
that can promote the maturation and activation of DCs [11].

Transforming growth factor β is an immunomodulatory cytokine with diverse
roles in the immune system [12]. It is important in ensuring T cell tolerance, but
has also been shown to affect NK cells. NK cell activating receptors NKG2D and
NKp30 are downregulated by TGF-β [13]. TGF-β secreted by tumor stromal cells
have been shown to depress NK cell function [14]. This TGF-β-mediated NK cell
anergy has been shown to involve repression of the mTOR pathway [15].
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1.2 Natural killer cells

Natural killer cells are innate lymphoid cells (ILCs) part of the cell-mediated innate
immune system responsible for mediating cytotoxicity against virally infected or
neoplastically transformed cells [16]. NK cells can also eliminate intracellular par-
asites [17]. NK cells were described in 1975 when research on T cells produced an
unexplained background, or “natural” cytotoxicity in non-immunized mice [18–21].
The previously unknown cells were thus named “natural” killer cells, or NK cells.
NK cells comprise around 5–15 % of peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs).
Apart from systemic NK cells, NK cells can be found throughout the body and
display organ-specific features and functions [22, 23]. Recently, tissue-resident NK
cells have been described in the liver [24].

NK cells are traditionally classified as innate immune cells. As NK cells ex-
press germline-encoded receptors, they were thought to lack immunological memory.
However, NK cells have recently been discovered to possess a type of immunological
memory [25–28].

NK cells are evolutionarily conserved across several species. For example, the
origin of the NKG2 family of receptors (C-type lectin receptors) has been traced
back to at least 400 million years ago [29]. In contrast, the evolution of separate
NK cell receptors in human and mouse (KIRs and Ly49 receptors, respectively) is
relatively recent (less than 65 million years) [30]. KIR and Ly49 receptors, despite
being non-orthologous, fill similar functions in humans and mice. To illustrate one
of several reasons why mouse studies on NK cell biology are not readily translatable
into humans, KIR and Ly49 receptors bind at different, non-overlapping sites at
the MHC class I [31].

1.2.1 NK cell receptors
NK cells do not express receptors of high antigen specificity, like T cells and B cells,
but instead express an array of germline-encoded activating and inhibitory recep-
tors. The balance of signaling from NK cell cell-surface receptors mediate NK cell
responses, and the receptors can be broadly grouped into major functional cate-
gories of families of activating or inhibitory receptors [32, 33]. However, some recep-
tor families, notably KIRs, contain both activating and inhibitory receptors [34].
The major classes of human NK cell receptors are killer-cell immunoglobulin-like
receptors (KIRs), killer-cell lectin-like receptors (LIRs), and natural cytotoxicity
receptors (NCRs). Table 1.2 shows common human NK cell receptors and some
receptors relevant for this thesis.

The major classes of activating receptors are natural cytotoxicity receptors
(NCRs), and CD94–NKG2 heterodimer receptors. Inhibitory receptor families in-
clude KIR (in human), Ly49 receptors (in mice), and leukocyte inhibitory receptors
(LIR) [32].

Inhibitory NK cell receptors signal through ITIMs (immunoreceptor tyrosine-
based inhibition motifs) in their cytoplasmic tail [35, 36]. KIRs have a crucial
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role in NK cell effector function [34, 37, 38]. KIRs interact with their cognate
HLA ligands and provide the main inhibitory signaling for NK cells. An absence
of “expected” cognate HLA ligands will remove inhibitory input in NK–target cell
interactions, and consequently favor killing of the target cell. This process is called
missing-self recognition [39]. Missing-self is based on the observation that NK cells
preferentially reject MHC-deficient tumors [40, 41]. KIR and Ly49 receptors are
expressed in a stochastic manner, that is, any given NK cells express a subset of
their KIR or Ly49 genes [42, 43].

Activating NK cell receptors signal through ITAMs (immunoreceptor tyrosine-
based activation motifs) [35]. NCRs (NKp30, NKp44, NKp46) recognize viral ele-
ments. NKG2D senses cellular stress ligands like MICA, MICB, ULBP1. NK cells
also express pattern-recognition receptors (PRRs) like Toll-like receptors (TLRs) [44].
PRRs recognize pathogen-associated molecular patterns (PAMPs), conserved molec-
ular features of bacteria and viruses.

1.2.2 NK cell development
NK cells are derived from hematopoietic stem cells (HSCs) in the bone marrow
(BM) [45]. NK cells develop in the BM and mature in the periphery [46]. Ex-
tramedullary development of NK cells has also been observed, notably in liver,
lymph nodes and uterus [47]. During development, NK cells pass through stages of
developmental intermediates (NKDIs). These are, as review in Yu et al. [46]:

HSC stage: CD34+CD38lowCD45RA−CD10−.
Stage 1: CD34+CD117−CD94−CD16−CD45RA+CD10+.
Stage 2: CD34+CD117+CD94−CD16−CD45RA+CD10+.
Stage 3: CD34+CD117+CD94−CD16−LFA-1−.
Stage 4 (CD56bright): CD34−CD117+/−CD94highCD16−LFA-1+.
Stage 5 (CD56dim): CD34−CD117−CD94+/−CD16+KIR+/−.
Stage 6 (memory NK cells): NKG2ChighCD57high.
The CD56bright subset is distinguished by its ability to produce cytokines.

CD56dim NK cells are cytotoxic and are enriched in peripheral blood.

1.2.3 NK cell education
Education is a process to ensure NK cell self-tolerance. In a way, it is analogous
to T cell selection in the thymus and B cell affinity maturation. NK cells are edu-
cated, i.e. gain functional competency, by interactions between KIR and self-HLA
molecules [37]. Non-classical MHC class I molecules, such as HLA-E (in humans)
and Qa-1 (in mice) have also been shown to contribute to NK cell education [38].
NK cells educated through NKG2A, but lacking KIR, have been found to be more
cytotoxic than KIR−NKG2A− NK cells [48, 49]. Several models of NK cell ed-
ucation have been proposed. These include the arming model, disarming model
and the rheostat model. According to the arming model, NK cells gain functional
competency by engaging inhibitory receptors. The disarming model, conversely,
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Table 1.2: Human NK cell receptors

Receptor Ligand(s) Family Function

NKG2D MICA/B, ULBP1 CD94/NKG2 Activation
CD16a (FcγRIIIα) Fc portion of IgG Fc receptor Activation (ADCC)
DNAM-1 (CD226) PVR, Nectin-2 Ig superfamily Activation
NKp30 B7-H6 NCR Activation
NKp44 Viral hemaggluttinin NCR Activation
NKp46 Viral HA NCR Activation

Receptors for classical and non-classical MHC class I

KIR3DL1 HLA-B (Bw4) KIR Inhibition
KIR2DL2/KIR2DL3 HLA-C (C1) KIR Inhibition
NKG2A HLA-E CD94/NKG2 Inhibition

Integrins

LFA-1 ICAM-1 Integrins Adhesion,
granule polarization

α2β1 (CD49b) Collagen I, IV Integrins Adhesion

Pattern recognition receptors

TLR3 dsRNA (viral) TLR Activation
TLR7, TLR8 ssRNA (viral) TLR Activation
TLR9 CpG DNA TLR Activation

Cytokine and chemokine receptors

CCR4, CCR5 CCL3 (MIP-1α) CC chemokine
receptors Trafficking
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postulates that NK cells are active by default, but are rendered anergic by activat-
ing receptor signaling in the absence of inhibitory input [50]. The rheostat model
aims to reconcile the two previous models and argues that NK cell responsiveness
is modulated by the strength of inhibitory input [51]. Another view stresses the
continual engagement of NK cells with their target cell environment [52]. NK cell
responsiveness, and cytotoxic potential, is thus a process that is continually shaped
by NK cell interactions with their local environment.

It has been shown that NK cells can be re-tuned when exposed to a new MHC en-
vironment. A transplantation study in a humanized mouse model suggests that NK
cell education is maintained by cis interaction of KIR with cell-intrinsic HLA [53].

1.2.4 NK cell effector functions
The two main effector functions of NK cells are cytokine secretion and granule-
mediated direct cytotoxicity. NK cells can also kill target cells by inducing apoptosis
via the death receptor pathway [54].

NK cell effector functions are tightly controlled by an array of activating and
inhibitory receptors. Target cells that downregulate expression of self molecules
like MHC class I are more susceptible to be killed by missing-self recognition. In
addition to missing self, NK cell effector functions can be triggered by induced-self
recognition. Here, target cells upregulate the expression of cellular stress ligands
that are recognized by e.g. NKG2D. This is common in viral infection [55]. NK
cells are also strongly activated by CD16, which recognizes antibody Fc fragments.
This mechanism is responsible for antibody-dependent cell-mediated cytotoxicity
(ADCC) [56]. It was first suggested that ADCC was mediated by a distinct subset
of lymphocytes, K cells. Later studies helped establish that NK cells were the only
innate lymphocyte capable of mediating ADCC [57].

1.2.4.1 Cytokine secretion

NK cells can produce cytokines like IFN-γ upon recognition of target cells [54,
58, 59]. The cytokine secretion pathway of NK cells is unknown, however, it has
been demonstrated that IFN-γ and TNF are secreted using a different pathway
than the perforin granule pathway [60]. CD56bright NK cells are associated with
cytokine secretion and the more mature CD56dim subset is thought to mediate
cytotoxicity to a greater degree [61]. However, it has been found that CD56dim

NK cells produce IFN-γ more readily than CD56bright NK cells upon target cell
recognition [59]. Additionally, a single-cell imaging study measuring short-term
secretion of IFN-γ and MIP-1β by IL-2-activated NK cells against K562 target
cells failed to establish a connection between cytokine secretion and outcome of
NK–target cell contact, i.e. killing or non-killing [62]. Instead, cytokine secretion
was found to be associated with lowered NK cell motility in target cell contacts.

Perforin deficiency is linked to immunodeficiency and dysregulated cytokine
signaling [63, 64]. A recent study has provided a link between failed target cell
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disengagement and hypersecretion of pro-inflammatory cytokines TNF and IFN-γ
in CTLs and NK cells [65]. The detachment signal required for the NK cell to
disengage from NK–target cell conjugation was found to be dependent on caspase
signaling from the target cell. Perforin-deficient NK cells that have cleared all
checkpoints for accessing cytotoxicity are thus unable to detach from the target
cell, resulting in hypersecretion of pro-inflammatory cytokines. This provides a
link between perforin deficiency and hypercytokinemia that is manifested in e.g.
hemophagocytic lymphohistocytosis [66].

NK cell metabolism regulates cytokine signaling. IFN-γ production has specific
metabolic requirements in NK cells [67]. Resting NK cells have been found to
require metabolic signaling to produce IFN-γ when stimulated through activating
receptors, but not when stimulated with IL-12 and IL-15. This requirement was
abrogated by long-term stimulation of high-dose IL-15.

1.2.4.2 Granule-mediated cytotoxicity

NK cells and CTLs exert cytotoxicity against virus-infected and transformed cell
through common cytotoxicity pathways: the granule exocytosis pathway and the
Fas/FasL pathway. The mechanism by which CTLs and NK cells kill target cells was
a contested topic in the 1980s. By 1985, the discovery of the cytolytic properties of
cytoplasmic granules from NK cells and CTLs prompted Pierre Henkart to propose
the granule exocytosis model of lymphocyte-mediated cytotoxicity [68].

Due to the ability of NK cells to rapidly kill target cells, granule-mediated cyto-
toxicity is a tightly regulated process [69]. NK cells therefore go through a series
of checkpoints before accessing the cytolytic machinery [70, 71].

Upon target cell recognition, the NK cell forms a tight intercellular synapse
(the immunological synapse, IS) [72]. Immune synapse formation involves binding
of the integrin LFA-1 with its cognate ligand, ICAM-1, expressed on target cells.
At the point of NK–target cell contact, the cytoskeleton reorganizes to form a ring
of F-actin around the peripheral supramolecular activation cluster (pSMAC). This
is followed by polarization of the microtubule organizing center (MTOC) and pre-
formed cytolytic granules. The granules are then transported to the central SMAC
(cSMAC) and dock at the plasma membrane. After fusion with the membrane, the
content of the cytolytic granule is then released in the cleft towards the target cell
plasma membrane [73].

Cytolytic granules contain membrane-disrupting proteins perforin and gran-
ulysin, proapoptotic serine proteases granzymes A–F, K & M, the Ca2+-dependent
perforin inhibitor calreticulin, and pH-dependent granzyme inhibitor serglycin [74].
Serglycin and calreticulin are non-covalently bound to granzymes and perforin at
the acidic pH of granules. Upon exocytosis, perforin and granzymes dissociate from
their respective bound molecules and freely diffuse across extracellular space.

Engagement of LFA-1 promotes directed secretion of granules. In resting NK
cells, CD16 engagement has been shown to promote degranulation, but not granule
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polarization [75]. NK cells can engage in nondirected secretion of cytolytic granules
leading to bystander killing of healthy cells [76]. Lytic granule convergence by
engagement of LFA-1 thus has the effect of targeting NK cell killing.

Perforin, first isolated in 1985, is a pore-forming protein that is responsible for
mediating target cell death through the delivery of granzymes [77, 78]. In recent
years, the mechanism of perforin-mediated granzyme delivery into the target cell
cytosol has been the subject of some debate. Two models of perforin action have
been proposed [79].

According to the first model, also known as the direct diffusion model, perforin
oligomerizes into transmembrane pores which readily allow for transmembrane dif-
fusion of granzymes. The granzymes then induce apoptosis by caspase activation.

The second model proposes that perforin indirectly causes granzyme B to be
internalized by endocytosis by damaging the cell membrane. Following a Ca2+-
dependent plasma membrane-repair response, perforin and granzymes are then co-
endocytosed by the target cell. Finally, perforin pores assemble in the endosomal
vesicle, causing granzymes to be released into the cytosol [80, 81].

The fluorescent propidium iodide (PI) is a widely used apoptosis indicator [82].
The absence of diffusion of PI from extracellular space to intracellular space has
been taken to indicate that the pore-forming, direct diffusion of granzyme delivery
was invalid. Recently, it has been shown that by increasing the concentration of
PI, one can directly observe how PI diffuses into the membrane following delivery
of lytic hits by NK cells [83].

When granule-mediated cytotoxicity is triggered, it is generally effective. How-
ever, studies have found that NK cells in certain cases require the delivery of several
lytic hits due to target cell evasion by membrane repair mechanisms and serine pro-
tease inhibitors.[84–86]

1.3 Extracellular matrix

The extracellular matrix (ECM) is the local environment of tissue cells and is
defined as the non-cellular parts of tissues.

It comprises a complex biochemical network of secreted, assembled and cross-
linked macromolecules that form structures that provide scaffolding for tissue sup-
port and ligands that modulate cell behavior [87, 88]. The macromolecular composi-
tion of the ECM varies between different tissue types in order to fulfill tissue-specific
functions [89].

There are varying classification schemes for the components of the extracellu-
lar matrix. From a molecular point of view, molecules can be divided into either
proteoglycans or fibrous proteins. To contrast, a functional classification of the
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extracellular matrix components can be adopted. Here, components can be di-
vided into molecules of basement membranes, elastic fibers, connective tissues or
interstitial matrices.

Both ways of looking at the ECM will be briefly explored, as well as how
their components contribute to the biochemical and biomechanical properties of
the ECM.

The main molecular components of ECM are polysaccharide glycosaminoglycans
(GAGs) and fibrous proteins. GAGs are mainly found in the ECM as proteoglycans,
i.e. covalently bonded to proteins. The main types of GAGs are chondroitin sulfate,
dermatan sulfate, heparin, heparan sulfate, hyaluronate, and keratan sulfate. The
main fibrous proteins are collagens and elastins.

The composition of ECM varies between species. However, comparative genomic
analysis has revealed that mammals share around 300 “core” ECM molecules [90].
These most ancient members of the “matrisome” include basement membrane pro-
teins, like collagen IV, laminin, nidogen and perlecan.

On the structural level, the ECM is subdivided into interstitial matrix and base-
ment membrane. The interstitial matrix consists of the elastic fibrous structures
between tissue cells. The basement membrane is the lining separating the endothe-
lium and the epithelium from the interstitial matrix. It provides protection against
physical stress and facilitates interactions between underlying cells and their ex-
ternal environment. Transmigration of the endothelial basement membrane forms
an essential part of lymphocyte extravasation and, consequently, of tumor localiza-
tion [91].

The fibrous proteins of the interstitial matrix provide the tissue with tensile
strength, while the polysaccharide GAGs help the tissue withstand compressive
forces.

1.4 ECM-like matrices

Cell behavior is fundamentally influenced by the structural and mechanical cues of
the extracellular microenvironment.

Matrix porosity, stiffness, ligand density, and molecular composition are a few
factors influencing cell behavior. Conventional in vitro funcional cell assays are
run on flat 2-D substrates. It has long been recognized that cells display different
behavior in 2-D and 3-D environments. 3-D matrices offer a method of bridging
the gap between in vitro and in vivo assays [92–95].

Tissue engineering is the field of growing replacement tissue. Regenerative medicine
and tissue engineering have long been at the forefront of developing artificial ECM-
like matrices [96, 97]. A distinction is made between in vitro/ex vivo and in situ
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tissue engineering. The former is the growth in a bioreactor of tissue to be trans-
planted to a patient, and the latter is the implantation of a structure into a patient
to help in vivo tissue growth.

A range of natural and synthetic biomaterials has been explored in order to
simulate the behavior and effects of ECM scaffolds [98, 99]. Natural and synthetic
hydrogels have become popular due to their ease of use. Hydrogels are highly
adsorbent materials consisting of one or several crosslinked polymer chains.

Collagen is the most abundant constituent of ECM and the most abundant mam-
malian protein overall. In humans, collagens makes up approximately a third of
the total protein mass [100].

Structurally, collagen is a three-stranded right-handed superhelix. Each strand
itself a left-handed helix [101]. The helical part consists of a α-helical motif Gly-
X-Y, as a rule of glycine-proline-hydroxyproline (Gly-Pro-HYP) [102]. At a higher
level of structure, several superhelices can assemble into collagen fibrils.

The growing and functionally diverse collagen family of proteins consists of
fibril-forming, network-forming, transmembrane, and other collagens [102].

The method for extracting collagen affects its telopeptides and the subsequent
properties of the reconstituted collagen matrix [103]. There are two methods for
extracting native collagen: Acid and enzyme solubilization. Solubilization using
acids like acetic acid and hydrochloric acid preserves the collagen telopeptides.
Pepsinizing collagen, on the other hand, cleaves the telopeptides. At neutral pH,
collagens monomers self-assemble into fibrils.

Pore sizes in in vitro reconstituted collagen matrices are homogeneous compared
to in vivo collagen [103]. In contrast, in vivo tissues contain complex, interlinked
filamentous networks with varying ranges of pore sizes.

Type I collagen hydrogels is a well-established assay in tissue engineering and has
been utilized as a lymphocyte migration assay since at least the early 1980s [104–
108]. The mechanical, structural and transport properties of collagen matrices
are relatively well-studied [104]. Attempts have been made to simulate how lo-
cal matrix geometry determines the mechanical properties of the matrix [109]. A
study has demonstrated that collagen derived from young vs. aged mice showed
different properties [110]. The type of collagen, polymerization temperature, and
neutralization pH all affect the structure and mechanical properties of the final
hydrogel [104]. Different protocols are used by different groups, but generally a
polymerization temperature of 37 ◦C is used to ensure cell viability.

Another commonly used ECM-like matrix is Matrigel. Matrigel is a basement
membrane-like ECM matrix derived from the Engelbreth–Holm–Swarm (EHS) mouse
sarcoma. The discovery that the EHS sarcoma constitutively secrete large quan-
tities of basement membrane proteins helped the discovery and classification of
basement membrane proteins.
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Compositionally, Matrigel is rich in collagen IV, and thus more closely resembles
basement membrane. Although the molecular composition of Matrigel remains less
well categorized, the mechanical properties, including the elastic modulus, have
been studied [111]. Matrigel has to be prepared cold, as it quickly forms a gel at
room temperature. Matrigel is an established migration assay [112]. IL-2-activated
murine NK cells have been found to rearrange the structure of Matrigel [113].

ECM-like matrices have been used to study lymphocyte cytotoxicity. For exam-
ple, 3-D organotypic assays have been used to study T cell cytotoxic behavior [114,
115].

One common method is the so-called sandwich assay. In sandwich assays, two
layers of gel are deposited on top of each other to form a sandwich-type structure.
Typically, the bottom layer contains target cells seeded either on the bottom of a
well plate or on top of a layer of hydrogel. Another layer containing cytotoxic cells
is then deposited on the lower layer. In a variation of the sandwich assay called the
invasion assay, a second layer of matrix is reconstituted on top of the lower target
cell monolayer, and effector cells are then seeded on top of this second layer. This
way, effector cells have to invade through the first layer in order to reach the target
cells.

1.5 Cell–ECM interactions

The cell membrane separates internal and external cellular environments. Phos-
pholipids are the major component of the plasma membrane. The phospholipids
have a hydrophilic polar head and two hydrophobic tails. This amphipathic prop-
erty of phospholipids causes them to spontaneously form bilayers in an aquatic
environment. This is also responsible for the self-closing of tears and holes to the
plasma membrane. Because disruptions to the plasma membrane spontaneously
close, pore-forming molecules, such as the membrane-attack complex/perforin-like
(MACPF) superfamily, involve assembly of several monomers into a ring-shaped
transmembrane pore.

Plasma membrane proteins like receptors, transporters, and cell adhesion molecules
facilitate the interaction between the cell and its environment. Membrane proteins
are classified as either integral or peripheral membrane proteins. Integral membrane
proteins (IMPs) are permanent components of the plasma membrane. Additionally,
IMPs are necessarily transmembrane proteins. Peripheral membrane proteins, on
the other hand, do not have transmembrane domains and only associate with one
plasma membrane leaflet.

Cell–matrix adhesions physically link the cell with the ECM. Integrin, the in-
tegral membrane protein responsible for connecting the cytoskeleton and the ECM
was discovered in 1986 [116]. In addition to providing anchorage, integrins mediate
bidirectional signaling between the cell and the ECM [117]. Outside-in signaling
through integrins regulate cell spreading, motility, differentiation, and survival (e.g.
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through anoikis in anchorage-dependent cells) [118, 119]. Intracellular signaling can
regulate integrin affinity for extracellular ligands in what is termed inside-out signal-
ing. Due to the multifaceted roles of cell–matrix adhesions in various physiological
and malignant processes, efforts have been made to implement tools for automatic
analysis of cell–matrix adhesion [120].

Tumor cell–ECM interactions are crucial for promoting tumor metastasis and
invasion [121]. Mechanical properties of the ECM have been implicated in promot-
ing cancer. Breast density has been shown to be associated with initiation and
progression of breast cancer [122]. The tumor microenvironment has an important
role in regulating NK cell function, e.g. through hypoxic stress and modulating
lymphocyte function through secretion of cytokines like TGF-β [123–125].

1.6 NK cell migration

Cell migration is a complex process underlying embryogenesis, immune function
and wound healing. It is a complex, tightly regulated process involving systems of
cell surface receptors, intracellular signaling pathways and the cytoskeleton.

The ability of lymphocytes to migrate in interstitial tissues is essential for both
innate and adaptive immune responses [126]. The local extracellular microenvi-
ronment exerts an important influence on cell migration. Dysregulated cell migra-
tion is a prominent feature of malignantly transformed cancer cells. For example,
metastatic spread of epithelial tumors is aided by epithelial-mesenchymal transfor-
mation [127, 128].

Altered NK cell migration has been observed in pathophysiological contexts.
For example, although NK cells are crucial for control of acute Toxoplasma gondii
infection, the intracellular protozoan pathogen has been shown to induce hyper-
motility in infected NK cells, providing a means for the parasite to more efficiently
spread throughout the body [129, 130].

Adherent cell migration is based on a series of cyclical events of actin protrusions
at the leading edge, attachment, translocation of the cell body, and actin–myosin
contraction of the rear [131]. Cell traction is established by binding of integrin
receptors to extracellular ligands. The traction forces are then transmitted through
the actin cytoskeleton and actin–myosin contraction propels the cell.

This type of migration is known as mesenchymal migration. Another type of
migration is ameboid migration. Ameboid migration is integrin-independent and
depends on shape changes in the cell body during migration to facilitate propulsive
squeezing through pores in the matrix. Ameboid migration is common in leuko-
cytes. Depending on ECM composition, cells can favor either mesemchymal or
ameboid migration, and can thus employ different strategies migrating within the
ECM [132–134].

Further, NK cell migration is a prerequisite for NK cell immune surveillance. At
the steady state, NK cells are abundant in peripheral blood. Upon inflammation,
they extravasate and localize to tissues [135].
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Chemokines play a crucial role regulating NK cell migration, importantly in
tissue homing [136, 137]. For example, CX3CL1 has been shown to selectively
promote homing of NK cells to the central nervous system in an experimental
autoimmune encephalomyelitis (EAE) model [138]. Further, hepatocytes secrete
type I IFNs in response to murine cytomegalovirus (MCMV) infection. This induces
Kupffer cells, liver-resident macrophages, to secrete CCL3, which promotes NK cell
homing to the liver [139].

Remodeling of ECM is important in a variety of contexts. NK cells express a
range of matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs) that are capable of degrading differ-
ent ECM components [140, 141]. Type I collagen is mainly degraded by MMP-1
(collagenase I) and MMP-13 (collagenase 3).

In addition to MMP-mediated degradation, ECM homeostasis is also maintained
by endocytosis of ECM proteins [142].

The type of ECM-like matrix has an important role in affecting cell behavior. A
study comparing four different 3-D ECM models found that human fibroblasts mi-
grated fastest in cell-derived and type I collagen matrices, compared with matrices
of fibrin and basement membrane extract (i.e. Matrigel) [143].

Since at least the early 1980s, collagen matrices have been used to study lym-
phocyte migration. In 1982, Haston et al. found that murine peripheral lymph node
lymphocytes, which adhered poorly to 2-D substrates, attached to and migrated in
collagen matrices [105, 106].

Common types of in vitro cell migration assays include transwell migration
(Boyden chamber assay), wound healing assays, cell exclusion zone, fence assay,
microcarrier bead assay, spheroid migration, horizontal capillary assays, capillary
tube migration, leukocyte migration agarose technique, and gold-particle clearing
single-cell motility [112].

CD4+ and CD8+ T cell migration studied in 3-D collagen matrices were found
to show marked heterogeneity on the single-cell level [144].

A recent computational study has been able to reproduce six empirically shown
modes of migration by varying the presence or absence of proteolysis, the transience
of adhesion dynamics, and the spatial distributions of protrusion, contraction, and
adhesion [145].

NK cells exhibit behavior in vivo that is not predicted by in vitro assays. For
instance, NK cells engage in more and shorter contacts in vivo [146, 147].

1.7 Population-based and single-cell-based assays in
immunology

Cellular diversity is a major driver of immune function. Small populations or rare
subsets of cells can exert outsized influence on the function of the system as a
whole. Population-based (or “bulk”) assays give an average readout of a studied
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cell population. Single-cell-based (or single-cell) assays quantify cellular responses
with single cell resolution. Figure 1.1 (page 16) gives a simple example of how bulk
assays are not equipped to identify rare events, such as serial killing [148, 149].

The first single-cell assay was arguably the Jerne plaque assay, reported in 1963.
The Jerne plaque assay allowed the detection of single antibody-producing B cells
by co-incubating cells derived from a rabbit lymph node with sheep erythrocytes,
to which the rabbit had been previously immunized [150]. By then adding comple-
ment, which lysed the antibody-coated red blood cells, clear plaques were formed
around the antibody-producing B cells.

Microscopy-based single-cell cytotoxicity assays have been described as early
as the mid-to-late 1970s [151–153]. Currently, there is a wide range of single-cell
technologies for monitoring immune cell responses [154]. Integrating technologies
for single-cell analysis of human immune responses will become more important in
the future [155].

Examples of population-based assay include: 51Cr release assay, transwell mi-
gration assay, ELISA, and PCR.

Examples of single-cell-based techniques are: Flow cytometry, mass cytometry,
microfluidics, and single-cell imaging.

Microwells have proven one of the most fruitful approaches to single-cell moni-
toring of immune responses, especially in terms of migration and cytotoxicity. They
are described in more detail below.

1.7.1 Microwell-based assays
Time-lapse imaging of single cells, by its definition, relies on the ability to accurately
image the same cell over extended periods of time. A simple way of ensuring the
spatial segregation of cells is to seed the cells in a grid of small wells sufficiently
deep so that the cells can not migrate out. A large number of grids can then be
screened by time-lapse microscopy and thousands to tens of thousands of single
cells can be followed for up to several days.

The smallest commercially available microtiter (or microwell) plates contain ap-
proximately a thousand wells each with a bottom diameter typically around 1 mm.
Most eukaryotic cells are within an order of magnitude of 10µm. Lymphocytes,
in particular, range from 5–20 µm in size. By trapping cells into wells that are
approximately the size of cells, then, one can maximize the number of single cells
screened during a defined acquisition cycle. Additionally, screening cells from small
samples like e.g. biopsies make it necessary that every single cell is evaluated.

A micromolded PDMS-based microwell system has been used to study CD8+

T cell cytokine secretion and killing [156, 157]. Time-lapse imaging based systems
with automated image analysis have also been used to study the cytotoxicity of
T cells and NK cells [158]. The same assay has been applied to study CD4+ T
cell killing and ADCC to boost NK cell serial killing [159, 160]. Additionally, NK
cells have been studied in PDMS-molded microwell grids [62], yielding novel results
about the connection between NK cell cytotoxicity and cytokine secretion.
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Each NK kills 2 targets

2 non-killers 1 serial killer

Before After

Before After

1 NK kills 6 targets
2 NKs kill no targets

Case 1

Case 2

3 killers

Figure 1.1: Population-based assays fail to resolve population heterogene-
ity. Let us consider two cases: case 1, where three NK cells each kill 2 target cells,
and case 2, where a single NK cell kills 6 target cells. The two cases are indistin-
guishable in population-based assays, which for both cases give an average readout
of 2 killed target cells per NK cell.

Ultrasonic aggregation of cells inside microwells is possible. Using ultrasound,
cell–cell contact can be induced so that one, for instance, can investigate the effect
of induced multiple target cell contact on NK cell effector functions [161]. The
forces created by the piezoelectric ultrasonic transducer are comparable to cell
adhesion forces. Adherent cells will align themselves according to the pressure
gradient, but will not be forced into the center of the well, unlike non-adherent
cells. Similar systems for induced cell–cell contacts using electrophoresis have also
been described [162].



Chapter 2

Experimental methods

Outline

In this chapter I will present the experimental methods used in this thesis. More
specifically, I will describe how the experiments that this thesis is based on were
performed. I will also attempt to put these methods into context and provide
additional information about their current use in immunological research.

2.1 Cell culture and cell lines

Cell culture refers to the in vitro growth and maintenance of animal cells [163]. In
cell culture, one distinguishes between primary cultures and cell lines [164]. Primary
cultures consist of unpassaged cells derived from organisms. When primary cells are
passaged for the first time, they become a cell line. Cell lines can further be finite or
continuous. Finite cell lines can only divide a limited number of times before they
enter senescence (also known as reaching the Hayflick limit). Continuous cell lines
have the ability to propagate indefinitely. Immortalization is the result of a finite
cell line acquiring the properties of a continuous cell line. Notably, immortalization
does not necessary imply neoplastic transformation.

Furthermore, cell lines are either adherent or suspension cell lines. Anchorage
dependence reflects tissue of origin, where e.g. epithelial cell lines tend to require
adherence for growth, while leukemia cell lines, derived from blood, do not.

Adherent cells require anchorage to a substrate to proliferate. If adherent cells
receive insufficient cell adhesion-mediated signaling, they will undergo a form of
apoptosis called anoikis. Induction of anoikis is known to involve integrin signal-
ing [165].

Suspension cell lines do not require anchorage to grow.
One of the first cell culture techniques was the hanging drop technique, where

explanted pieces of tissues were cultured in an inverted drop of serum [163]. The
HeLa cell line is the first human cell line and was established in 1953. Cell line

17
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misidentification remains a challenge in cell biological research, where purported
cell lines have been found to be contaminated by, notably, HeLa cells. The ATCC
has found that a substantial portion of cell lines are misidentified, and routines for
verification of cell lines are thus warranted [166].

2.1.1 Human NK cells

2.1.1.1 Isolation and culture

The easiest and most common source of primary human NK cells is peripheral blood
obtained from healthy donors [167]. NK cells used for research in the disease con-
text in addition to blood also commonly use patient-derived NK cells from lymph
nodes, spleen, hepatic biopsies and solid tumors [168]. Primary NK cells are iso-
lated by dissociating the tissue into individual cells. Tissue biopsies are dissociated
mechanically, through cutting, cell straining, and density gradient centrifugation;
enzymatically, using preparations of e.g. collagenases and DNase I to separate cells
from the ECM; or by a combination of both.

After NK cells are dissociated from tissue, they can be isolated using, e.g. Percoll
density gradient centrifugation, panning, rosetting, FACS, or magnetic-activated
cell sorting (MACS). MACS isolation of NK cells is performed first by separating
PBMCs by density-gradient centrifugation over Ficoll, followed by platelet removal
by repeated washing. Proceeding, NK cells can be either positively or negatively
selected. In negative selection, non-NK PBMCs are labeled with antibodies that
are then conjugated with magnetic spheres. The solution is then passed through
a magnetic separation column which retains the magnetically labeled PBMCs and
passes the NK cells out of the column. In positive selection, the NK cells are labeled
specifically and conjugated to magnetic spheres. After the solution has been passed
through the column, the retained NK cells are then washed out of the column.

NK cells are typically maintained in cell culture medium supplemented with
fetal calf serum (FCS) or human serum, l-glutamine, sodium puryvate, and non-
essential amino acids. Activating and homeostatic cytokines, like IL-2 and IL-15,
are also commonly added.

Several serum-free culture techniques have been developed. The major appeal of
serum-free culture techniques is for good manufacturing practices (GMP)-compliant
generation of NK cells from CD34+ HSCs for immunotherapy [169]. For example,
Kao et al. have generated NK cells from ex vivo expanded CD34+ HSCs from
umbilical cord blood (UCB) using a serum-free formulation [170].

Short- and long-term cultured NK cells exhibit different properties.
Short-term culture without IL-2 leads to no significant change in the expression

of activating receptors and fraction of CD56dim/CD56bright. Viability is around
90 % after 4 days culture without IL-2. Short-term stimulation with IL-2 leads to
increased cytotoxicity within 24 h. After 8 days with IL-15, NK cells show a higher
fraction of CD56dim and upregulation of NKG2D and TRAIL.
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Long-term cultured NK cells exhibit a highly activated phenotype. Activating
receptors like NKG2D are upregulated. CD56bright are generated from CD34+

HSCs when in culture with IL-2. Primary NK cells can be cultured for months.
Long-term culture with IL-2 turns NK cells into lymphokine-activated killer (LAK)
cells.

A number of NK cell lines derived from leukemias and lymphomas are in use:
NK-92, NKL, NKG, NK-YS, KHYG-1, SNK-6 and IMC-1 [171]. Examples of
immortalized NK cell lines also exist. An NK cell line has been generated by viral
transformation with herpesvirus saimiri, a primate rhadinovirus. Like most other
NK cell lines, it is IL-2-dependent [172].

Resting NK cells are NK cells freshly isolated from peripheral blood that and
have not been cytokine stimulated. Resting human and murine NK cells typically
show low in vitro reactivity. NK cells are commonly expanded for in vitro use by
pro-proliferative cytokines, such as IL-2, IL-12, and IL-15. IL-2, which in the body
is produced mainly by activated T cells, is commonly used to expand NK cells.
NK cells expanded in IL-2 can maintain viability up to several weeks. However,
long-term culture in IL-2 significantly alters NK cell phenotype and turns NK cells
into LAKs.

2.1.2 Target cell lines

2.1.2.1 HEK 293T

The adherent HEK 293 are transformed human embryonic kidney cells [173]. Hu-
man embryonic kidney (HEK) 293T cells, a cell line derived from 293, were used as
targets in Papers I–V [174, 175]. 293T cells were cultured in high-glucose RPMI-
1640 supplemented with 10 % FBS, 50 U/ml penicillin-streptomycin. Some cultures
additionally used 1× non-essential amino acids, 1 mM sodium pyruvate, and 50 µM
β-mercaptoethanol.

293T cells express high levels of HLA-A and low levels of HLA-B and the non-
classical HLA-E [176, 177].

2.1.2.2 K562

K562 are chronic myeloid leukemia-derived HLA-negative cells and are used as an
established NK target cell line. K562 cells were used as target cells in Papers III
& IV. Since they are HLA-negative, they are readily killed by NK cells. In fact,
failure of a patient’s NK cells to kill K562 cells is a diagnostic criteria for NK cell
deficiency [178].
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2.2 Microwell-based imaging system

Accurate tracking of cell migration requires imaging at relatively short time inter-
vals. A major problem in long-term time-lapse single-cell imaging is cells disap-
pearing from the field of view. This issue is especially pronounced when tracking
fast-migrating cells, like lymphocytes, for extended periods of time.

Figure 2.1: Microwell screen-
ing assay. From top to bottom:
Upper part of holder, gasket, mi-
crowell chip, and bottom part of
holder. Image shows a 450-µm
migration well chip.

One solution to this problem is to con-
fine cells in small microfabricated wells. Our
group has developed a microwell system that
facilitates time-lapse single-cell imaging of spa-
tially confined cells over extended periods of
time [179–181]. We use the term “microwell”
because the dimensions of the well are of an
order of magnitude of tens to hundreds of mi-
crometer. Other groups working on similar well-
based systems have opted for the term nanow-
ell, which emphasizes the volume of the wells,
which is of the nanoliter order of magnitude.
These wells vary in size from smaller (a few
dozen micrometers in size) used for single-cell
cytotoxicity screening, and larger wells (a few
hundred micrometers in size) used for dynamic
migration and cytotoxicity imaging. To keep
the cells from migrating out of the field of view,
cells are seeded down and trapped at the bot-
tom of a 300 µm deep etched well. The wells have been etched into silicon wafers
using deep reactive ion etching and are arranged so that tens to hundreds of rows of
wells are fitted onto a single 22 mm × 22 mm chip [179]. A 170µm thick glass wafer
has then been anodically bonded to the bottom of the well, allowing inspection of
the wells by an inverted microscope. A custom-made PDMS gasket is placed on
top of the chip and held in place by a magnet. The gasket allows the formation of a
liquid reservior above the well chip. This reservior ensures that the microwell chip
does not dry out during imaging. The chip is then mounted in a chip holder that
fits into a standard microscope sample holder. The wells are reusable and easy to
clean.

2.2.1 Microwell-based cytotoxicity and migration assays

The microwells are used for three main types of experiments: screening of cell-
mediated cytotoxicity, time-lapse imaging of cell-mediated cytotoxicity, and time-
lapse imaging of cell migration, cell–cell interactions, and cell-mediated cytotoxicity.
Depending on type of experiment, imaging is performed at time intervals sufficiently
short to capture events of interest.
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Both screening and time-lapse cytotoxicity assays are performed in microwells
measuring 50µm × 50µm. These microwells are arranged in sections consisting of
a grid of 9 × 9 wells. A 22 mm × 22 mm microwell chip contains 20 × 20 grid
sections. In total, one chip contains 32 400 screening wells.

Migration and cytotoxicity assays are performed in larger wells with the dimen-
sions 450µm × 450µm. One microwell chip contains a grid of 10 × 10 wells.

2.2.1.1 Cytotoxicity screen

Figure 2.2: Flow
chart of cytotoxic-
ity screening assay.
Target cells are first
fluorescently labeled and
target cells are added to
the chip and screened
to obtain an image at
T−NK (or T−1). NK cells
are then added and the
chip is screened again
at T0 h. Screening is
performed again at spec-
ified intervals, typically
at 6 and 12 h. After
the experiment, cells are
counted as described in
section 2.2.1.1.

In cytotoxicity screening assays, the entire microchip can
be imaged with a time step of 6 h. Depending on choice
of image acquisition parameters such as resolution, field
of view, and pixel dwell time, image acquisition time will
vary. Screening an entire chip of 400 well sections, as
was done in Paper IV, took approximately 45 min. The
experimental procedure is described in Figure 2.2.1.1.
First, fluorescently labeled target cells are seeded into an
empty, degassed chip. After sedimentation of cells into
small (50µm × 50µm) microwells, a pre-screen “T−1”
image of the chip without effector cells is taken. This
pre-screen image helps to account for NK cell killing
that takes place before the first image with NK and
target cells has been acquired at T0. After pre-screening
the chip, the effector cells are seeded and allowed to
sediment in the wells. The chip is then taken back to
the microscope and an image of the whole chip is taken
every 6 hours. Cytotoxicity screening was performed in
Paper IV.

2.2.1.2 Time-lapse
imaging of cell-mediated cytotoxicity

Time-lapse imaging of NK cell cytotoxicity is a variation
of the cytotoxicity screen that uses the same 50-µm wells
and performs time-lapse imaging every 3 min instead of
every 6 h. In addition to determining the fraction of
cytolytic cells, this shorter imaging interval also allows
for determination of faster processes, such as fast and
slow killing (described in section 2.4.2.1). Time-lapse
imaging of NK cell cytotoxicity was performed in Papers
III & IV.
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2.2.1.3 Migration and cytotoxicity assay

The migration and cytotoxicity assay utilizes larger wells to image the migration
and cell–cell contact behavior of smaller populations of co-incubated effector and
target cells. The wells used for screening of migration and cell–cell interactions are
(450µm × 450µm) and (650µm × 650µm). Target cells are diluted to a suitable
concentration so that a couple of hundred cells can be seeded into a single well.
After target cells have sedimented on the bottom of the well, effector cells are
added. Typically between 20–100 effector cells are then added to the well. Two
different cell populations can be imaged on the same chip by using a PDMS gasket
that bisects the chip into two separate compartments that do not share supernatant.
Migration and cytotoxicity assays were run as part of Papers I, II, III & V.

2.3 Imaging

Single-cell imaging refers to a range of imaging techniques that allow for collec-
tion of data from individual cells. It is contrasted with ensemble-based (or bulk)
techniques, that provide an averaged response of the studied cell population. Flu-
orescent labeling of cells is commonly used to provide contrast to help segregate
single cells.

Live-cell imaging has a long history. Microcinematography, i.e. taking magnified
still images of cells, was introduced in the early 1900s [182]. Early studies using
time-lapse microcinematography suggested that cytotoxic T cells perform serial
killing of target cells [183].

2.3.1 Fluorescent labeling
The choice of fluorophore depends on its intended use [184]. Brightness, photosta-
bility, and toxicity are factors that need to be considered for each application.

The intracellular fluorescent dyes calcein green AM and calcein red-orange were
used to stain and visualize NK cells. Calcein is an intracellular dye that diffuses
into the cell membrane and is cleaved by intracellular esterases to produce its
fluorescent form. In cytotoxicity screening experiments, DDAO was additionally
used as a marker for cell death. DDAO is retained in the cell after the cell dies.
Additionally, it increases its fluorescence after the cell dies, thus making it suitable
for cytotoxicity screening applications.

2.3.2 Fluorescence microscopy
The ability to visualize and image living cells through fluorescence phenomena has
brought about a revolution in biology [185]. By absorbing a photon from a light
source, fluorophores can be excited to higher energy states. When the molecule
relaxes from this higher energy state, a fluorescent photon can be emitted and
detected by photomultiplier tube (PMT)- or charge-coupled device (CCD)-based
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systems for scanning and wide-field imaging, respectively. The emitted energy is
typically lower than the energy of the absorbed photons, giving rise to a spectral
shift called the Stokes shift [186]. This shift is the wavelength difference between
the absorption and emission maxima. By selecting fluorophores with large Stokes
shifts, it is easier to separate the fluorescence signal from back-scattered excitation
light. The quantum transitions giving rise to photoluminescent phenomena such as
fluorescence and phosphorescence can be illustrated by a Jab lonski diagram (Figure
2.3, page 23). The Jab lonski diagram depicts the principal ways that an excited
electron can return to its ground state.
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Figure 2.3: Jab lonski diagram. Simplified Jab lonski diagram depicting absorp-
tion, fluorescence (emission), internal conversion, intersystem crossing, phospho-
rescence, and vibrational relaxation. S and T signifies singlet states and triplet
states, respectively. In the diagram, straight arrows signify transitions coupled
with photonic absorption or emission; squiggly arrows between energy states in-
dicate nonradiative transitions. Non-radiative transitions from S1 to S0 are also
possible (not shown in figure).

2.3.3 Confocal laser scanning microscopy
A confocal laser scanning microscope uses pointwise illumination to construct an
image of a sample. A major advantage of confocal microscopy over wide-field epi-
fluorescence microscopy is the capacity to image thin sections in semi-transparent
specimens. If a sample is optically sectioned and scanned at regular intervals, a
3-D volume can be reconstructed from “stacks” of 2-D images.
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Figure 2.4: Optical sectioning by confocal microscopy. The principle of opti-
cal sectioning in confocal microscopy. A sample labeled with a fluorophore is excited
to a higher energy state, which is then relaxed, producing a fluorescent photon that
is collected by a detector. Only light from the front focal plane is detected. Rays
from outside the focal plane are eliminated by adjusting the size of the pinhole.

Figure 2.4 (page 24) shows the principle of optical sectioning by confocal mi-
croscopy. By adjusting the size of the pinhole aperture, light from in-focus parts
of the specimen reaches the detector. Most rays from out-of-focus planes are elim-
inated. The beam splitter is usually a dichroic mirror that reflects excitation light
and transmits the emission light.

2.3.4 Confocal reflection microscopy

Reflection microscopy is a technique for imaging unlabeled specimens. Confocal
reflection microscopy (CRM) was used to visualize collagen bundles in Paper V.
Confocal reflection imaging fails to detect collagen fibers oriented at an angle above
approximately 50 degrees from the imaging plane [187]. This can cause a biased
estimation of fiber alignment in a reflected light image, where collagen fibrils falsely
appear more horizontal than is the case.

2.4 Image analysis

Image analysis, in broad terms, is the extraction of data from images. This section
deals with measurements in some way derived from image data, such as cell counting
and tracking, NK–target cell contact dynamics, analysis of intensity profiles, and
analysis of cell migration.
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2.4.1 NK cell contact dynamics

In Papers I, II, III & V, we quantified NK–target cell interactions according to the
method illustrated in Figure 2.5 (page 25). Migrating NK cells will occasionally
stop and make contact with encountered target cells. The contact can be divided
into a conjugation phase and an attachment phase.

The conjugation period starts when the NK cell initially makes contact with a
target cell. If the NK cell forms a distinct immune synapse with the target cell, a
noticeable rounding of cell morphology is detected (see Paper II, Figure S5). If the
NK cell decides to kill the target, it will degranulate and deliver a lytic hit that can
produce detectable drops in the target cell fluorescence profile (hits are marked by
yellow stars). As the NK cell nears the end of the conjugation period and the target
dies, visible signs of death, such as membrane blebbing or rupture, can usually be
seen. Lytic hits can occasionally be detected in target cells that survive the NK
encounter, e.g. by escaping lysis.

Target 
cell death

Conjugation time Attachment time

Target 
cell 
fluorescence

NK cell assumes 
migratory morphology 

NK cell
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Contact time

Time
Conjugation Attachment

Lytic hit

Free
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Figure 2.5: Schematic figure of NK–target interaction. Top part: The NK
cell (red) and the target cell (green) are marked at the top of the figure. Middle
part: The blue line shows the target cell intracellular intensity profile that can be
seen to decrease due to lytic hits (marked by yellow stars), photobleaching and
turnover of intracellular fluorophores. Lower part: Conjugation and attachment
periods are marked as they relate to the different stages of the NK–target contact
shown in the upper part of the figure.

The attachment period starts as the NK cell ends its commitment to the target
cell after it has decided to either kill or spare the target. In the attachment phase,
the NK cell assumes an elongated, migratory morphology, and can be seen to try
to migrate away from the target cell although it has not yet broken target cell
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contact. The attachment phase is noticeably shorter and even absent in some NK
cell contacts. The attachment phase ends as the NK cell is no longer in contact
with the target cell and migrates away.

2.4.2 Analysis of fluorescence profiles
Cell death is usually accompanied by loss of intracellular fluorescence in labeled
target cells (Figure 2.5, page 25). We have quantified different parameters of NK–
target interactions on the basis of target cell fluorescence loss. Firstly, we describe
two different modes of killing: fast and slow killing. Secondly, we quantify events
of rapid fluorescence loss, which we termed lytic hit.

2.4.2.1 Intensity decay lifetimes: Fast and slow killing

Dying cells can be classified as undergoing either fast death or slow death, depending
on the magnitude of the initial drop in total cell fluorescence [188]. Fast death has
been found to correlate strongly with necrotic cell death, with associated membrane
rupture and osmotic lysis. Slow death, on the contrary, is more frequent when the
cell undergoes apoptotic cell death.

Fast and slow death was quantified in Paper I by fitting the intensity decay
profile to a sum of three exponentials:

I(t) = α1 exp
(
− t

τ1

)
+ α2 exp

(
− t

τ2

)
+ α3 exp

(
− t

τ3

)
+ C, (2.1)

where lifetimes τ1 = 0.5 min, τ2 = 20, and τ2 = 50 min. The average lifetime
was then calculated as τmean = α1τ1 + α2τ2 + α3τ3. α1, α2, α3 are normalized
pre-exponential factors. If τmean ≤ 10 min, the interaction is classified as a fast kill.

As part of Paper I, we used melittin, a pore-forming toxin, to induce necrotic
cell death in 293T target cells. High, but not low concentrations of melittin induced
necrotic cell death similar to killing events classified as fast death. This is consistent
with the model that fast death is linked to greater levels of perforin delivered by
granules, which precludes target cell membrane repair.

2.4.2.2 Multiple lytic hits

Despite a wealth of knowledge of the mechanisms underlying NK cell-mediated
killing of target cells, it is not clear how efficiently cytotoxic granules induce death
in target cells. A study of CTLs against melanoma cell lines found that CTL killing
was not efficient and required multiple lytic attacks to kill the target [189]. One
mechanism that cancer cells use to resist killing by cytotoxic lymphocytes is by
interfering with the pathway for granule-mediated apoptosis [85]. Granzyme B is
inhibited by expression of the serine protease inhibitor PI-9. By modeling granzyme
B–PI 9 kinetics, one can determine under which conditions multiple cytolytic hits
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are required to kill target cells [86]. The multiple hit hypothesis is further corrobo-
rated by calcium signaling data [84]. HeLa cells transfected to express PI-9 required
two or more lytic hits to die, whereas untransfected HeLa cells were readily killed
by a single lytic hit [84].

We define a lytic hit as a marked drop in the fluorescence intensity profile of a
target cell. In order to quantify this, for Paper I a Matlab script was developed
to automatically analyze the fluorescence profiles of target cells to identify fluores-
cence drop during NK–target cell contacts. The fluorescence profile is simply the
total fluorescence of a target cell, summing up all pixel values in the target cell
fluorescence channel. A drop of 9 % in fluorescence intensity over 3 time points (4
min) was defined as a lytic hit. The threshold was determined heuristically. Inten-
sities are compared with initial target cell intensity, which is calculated by taking
an average of the three highest intensity values prior to the start of the conjugation
period. Other conditions were also applied: In order to be scored as a lytic hit,
firstly, the drop must occur while an NK cell is conjugated with the target cell; and
secondly, the total fluorescence must be uniformly decreasing around the point of
lytic hit, i.e. the cell must not recover its fluorescence after the hit is scored.

Examples of lytic hits are shown in Figure 2.6 (page 28). In each of the sub-
figures, the conjugation period is marked out on the horizontal axis. This is the
window of opportunity that an NK cell has to deliver a lytic hit. Figure 2.6A shows
a fluorescence profile where no hits are detected. Figure 2.6B–D show interactions
where one, two and three hits are detected, respectively.

2.4.3 Automated cell counting
For Paper IV, an automated counting software developed in Matlab was used
to count the number of live and dead target cells in each microwell for time-lapse
experiments. Loading and processing of data was performed in a custom-built
graphical user interface that also allowed plotting and export of data. Briefly, the
raw image data from target cell fluorescence channels were filtered and convoluted
with a Gaussian kernel to make the cells rounder and easier to distinguish. First,
image data from fluorescence and transmitted-light channels were thresholded by
manually adjusting the threshold in one reference image so that all wells and cells
were detected correctly. Once appropriate thresholds have been determined, the
rest of the frames could be batch processed. A binary image of well pixels was
obtained by thresholding and morphologically closing the transmitted light image.
The target cells were then localized using a Matlab implementation of the circular
Hough transform [190]. The counting procedure is illustrated in Figure 2.7 (page
29).

2.4.4 Tracking of NK cell migration
Cell tracking involves segmentation and tracking of cell data. When analyzing
immune cell migration, care must be taken to correct for imaging artefacts which
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Figure 2.6: Sample plots of target cell fluorescence profiles and detected
lytic hits by NK cells. Examples of target cell fluorescence profiles of cells
engaged in NK–target interactions. The start and end of the NK–target conjugation
period is marked out by vertical lines in the plots. (A) No hit. (B) One hit. (C)
Two hits. (D) Three hits.

can introduce systematic errors when analyzing image data [191]. These include
focus and small tissue drift (in vivo), tracking errors near borders, and double
tracking of cells.

2.4.4.1 Manual tracking

Volocity 6.0.0 (Improvision, Waltham, Massachusetts, USA) with the extensions
Volocity Visualization and Volocity Quantitation was used to visualize 2-D and
3-D data and to track NK cell migration and score outcomes of NK–target cell con-
tacts. The locations of individual cells were determined using fluorescent centroid
measurements. NK cells trajectories were assembled manually by tracking the cell
centroid positions throughout the 8–12-h assay. Manual tracking was performed in
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Figure 2.7: Illustrated cell counting procedure for single microwell. Panel
1 shows a composite image of a microwell containing one NK cell (blue), one live
target cell (green), and one dead target cell (red). The software first detects the
microwell by thresholding on the transmitted light image. Panel 2 shows the binary
mask of the detected microwell. Panel 3 shows the blue channel containing the NK
cell. The border from the binary mask is included as a reference to show the
corners of the microwell and does not belong to the fluorescence channel. Panel 4
shows the green channel containing a live target. Panel 5 shows the red channel
containing a dead target. Panel 6 shows the Gauss transformed red and green
fluorescence images. Finally, panel 7 shows a composite image of all channels with
circles outlining detected live (green), dead (red), and NK (blue) cells. Figure
adapted from Paper IV.
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Papers I–III.

2.4.4.2 Automated tracking

Automated tracking was performed using the Baxter Algorithms. The Baxter Algo-
rithms is a versatile cell tracking GUI software built in Matlab [192]. It implements
the Viterbi algorithm for cell tracking [193]. This cell tracking algorithm was the
highest-scoring cell tracking algorithm in two consecutive International Symposium
on Bioimaging (ISBI) Cell Tracking Challenge competitions [192, 194].

2.4.5 NK cell morphological measurements
It is possible to correlate for instance phases of migration to morphological param-
eters such as roundness (Paper II, Figure 6 & Figure S5).

Roundness is calculated as:

Roundness = 4πA
(Perimeter)2 , (2.2)

where A is the area and perimeter is the length of the boundary enclosing the area.
The morphological parameters can be extracted manually in e.g. ImageJ, like we
did for Paper II, or they can be extracted automatically [195].

In Paper III, the spreading response of NK cells was characterized. When NK
cells form conjugates with target cells, the NK cell plasma membrane flattens at
the site of the IS. The degree of membrane flattening was calculated by dividing
the length of the IS by the total circumference of the cell.

2.4.6 Motile scanning analysis
Some NK–target contacts were characterized by high NK cell motility in the con-
jugation phase. To characterize this motile scanning behavior we defined three
criteria that had to be fulfilled to classify motile scanning conjugates: The criteria
were: (1) The total distance migrated by the NK cell while conjugated to the target
cell should be larger than 100 µm; (2) The area covered by the NK cell while in
conjugation should be smaller than 900 µm, approximately a rectangle with a side
of three target cells (3 × 10 µm); (3) The conjugate should not be displaced more
than 30 µm from start to finish. The last two criteria help to eliminate cases where
the NK cell drags target cells along with it in conjugation.

2.5 Analysis of cell migration

NK cell migration is a highly dynamic process and can exhibit transient periods of
high and low motility, persistent motion, migration arrest, and random migration.
To quantify transient changes in NK cell behavior, we divide NK cell tracks into
periods of directed migration, random movement, and transient migration arrest.
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2.5.1 Kinematics of cell migration
Let N be the number of measurements in a time series of cell centroid positions
and ~rn be a vector corresponding to the n:th measurement. The cell trajectory is
then described by the set of vectors: {

~ri

}N
i=1

. (2.3)

The step size between successive measurements are:

ri,i+1 = ||~ri+1 − ~ri|| , (2.4)

The displacement, ddisp, between start point and end point is:

ddisp = ||~rN − ~r1|| , (2.5)

and the length of the migration trajectory, dmig, is:

dmig =
N−1∑
i=1

ri,i+1 =
N−1∑
i=1
||~ri+1 − ~ri|| . (2.6)

If ∆t is the time between successive measurements, then the instantaneous
migration speed, vi,i+1, is:

vi,i+1 = 1
∆t ||~ri+1 − ~ri|| , (2.7)

and the mean migration speed, v̄:

v̄ = 1
(N − 1)

N−1∑
i=1

vi,i+1 = 1
(N − 1)∆t

N−1∑
i=1
||~ri+1 − ~ri|| . (2.8)

2.5.2 Characterization of cell migration
Cell motility can be characterized by several parameters [191]. A qualitative ap-
proach is to plot the cell trajectories in a space corresponding to the imaging volume.
This can be done by plotting ~rn directly, which visualizes the trajectories as they
appear in the imaging volume (or plane, in the 2-D case).

Alternatively, each trajectory can be plotted with its starting position set to a
fixed reference point. This is commonly referred to as a track plot. A track plot can
give an indication of whether the cells are migrating preferentially in any direction.
Figure 3.11 (page 54) shows a track plot for NK cells tracked as part of Paper V.

Another parameter used to characterize cell migration is the confinement ratio.
The confinement ratio can be said to measure the straightness of the cell trajec-
tory. It is calculated by dividing the displacement, ddisp, by the total length of the
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migration trajectory, dmig. The value of the confinement ratio can vary between 0
and 1. A value of 0 represents the ideal case where cells either do not migrate at all,
or return to their starting position at the end of the trajectory. A value of 1 corre-
sponds to an absolutely straight trajectory. For long trajectories, the confinement
index tends towards zero. This can be corrected by multiplying the confinement
index with the square root of the trajectory length [191].

Lastly, another common method for characterizing cell migration is to calculate
migration angles, i.e. the angles that the vectors between successive positions form
relative to a reference point.

2.5.2.1 Transient migration behavior

Transient behavior in complex trajectories, such as those characterizing active cell
migration, can be quantitatively evaluated using methods adapted from random-
walk diffusion models [196]. In our model for transient migration behavior the cell
is characterized as either in random movement, directed migration, or a transient
migration arrest period (TMAP) [197]. Directed migration is marked by fast and
directionally persistent migration. TMAPs are characterized by low motility typ-
ically confined to a smaller area. Lastly, random movement is defined as neither
TMAP or directed migration, i.e. migration that is consistent with a random walk.

In a time series of N measurements, let ∆t be the time step between two suc-
cessive measurements and n be an integer corresponding to a measurement. Ac-
cording to (2.3), the migration trajectory is then described by a sequence of vectors
(xn, yn, zn, tn), where tn = n∆t.

In order to quantify the migration behavior of individual cells, e.g. the extent to
which they migrate in a directed fashion, as opposed to randomly, we estimate the
motility coefficient, M (analogous to the diffusion coefficient, D, for a molecular
species).

Each trajectory is assembled from either manual or automated tracking data.
Then the mean-square displacement (MSD) is calculated and the local curvature of
the MSD function is calculated. The mean-squared displacement was evaluated in-
side a window of 25 time points that was moved along the migration trajectory. The
window is thus moved along the trajectory as successive time points are evaluated.

In 2-D, the mean-square displacement is calculated as [198, 199]:

MSD(tn) = MSD(n∆t) = 1
N − n

N−n∑
i=1

(
(xi+n − xi)2 + (yi+n − yi)2

)
. (2.9)

The 3-D mean square displacement is calculated as:

MSD(tn) = MSD(n∆t) = 1
N − n

N−n∑
i=1

(
(xi+n−xi)2 + (yi+n− yi)2 + (zi+n− zi)2

)
.

(2.10)
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The MSD function can be written as
MSD(t) ∝ tα. (2.11)

In a diffusion process, α < 1 corresponds to the subdiffusion regime , α = 1 to
normal diffusion, and α > 1 to the superdiffusion regime.

Let the constant of proportionality be k. For 2-D migration k = 4D and for
3-D migration k = 6D. The exponent α characterizing the mode of migration is
evaluated by taking the logarithm of equation (2.11).

The value of α is estimated similar to what has been described previously [197].
Briefly, a rolling window approach was used, where the mean square displacement
of a portion of the trajectory was evaluated stepwise for all time points. The
parameter profiles were then smoothed and the curvature of the MSD was estimated
by calculating α. α was obtained by taking the logarithm of Equation (2.11) and
fitting the first 6 points of log MSD vs log t.

In Papers I, II & III, we define TMAP as periods where the estimated migration
coefficient is smaller than 4.2 µm2/min. This corresponds to periods of confined
migration or a non-migrating cell. Paper V used a different cut-off value for migra-
tion arrest periods. This value was chosen to identify cells that were not migrating
in the 3-D matrix.

Periods where the estimated value of α was above 1.5 for at least 10 consecutive
time points were defined as periods of directed migration. The value α > 1.5 was
chosen by analyzing simulated tracks [197].

The time points that were neither classified as TMAP or directed migration
were defined as random movement.

2.6 Flow cytometry and FACS

Flow cytometry and fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS) are cell analysis
techniques that enable rapid immunophenotyping and sorting of immune cell sub-
populations [200]. It works by passing a stream of suspended cells through a series
of lasers and detectors. Cells of interest are then identified by “gating”, i.e. filtering
on forward-scatter, side-scatter, and fluorescence channel data.

FACS is a cell sorting technique that utilizes flow cytometry. FACS encapsulates
cells into droplets which, following measurement by flow cytometry, are sorted into
compartments.

NK cells used in Paper III were negatively selected by MACS, as described in
Section 2.1.1.1, and were then sorted into IR− and NKG2A+ subsets using FACS.

2.7 Non-image-based cytotoxicity assays

2.7.1 51Cr release assay
51Cr-release assays are used as standard cytotoxicity assays for NK cells. Here,
target cells are radiolabeled and co-cultured with effector cells [201]. The effector
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cells are serially diluted to produce different effector:target (E:T) ratios. After a
certain amount of time, typically 4 h, the cells are spun down and the supernatant is
removed and radioactivity is measured using a gamma counter. The total radiation
is taken to be proportional to the number of target cells killed, and thus gives
an estimate of how susceptible the target cell is so NK cell-mediated lysis. These
measurements obscure rare but potentially important events, such as serial killing.
51Cr release assays were performed as part of Papers I & II.

2.7.2 CD107a degranulation assay

CD107a (or lysosomal-associated membrane protein 1, LAMP-1) is a lysosomal
membrane protein associated with degranulation. It is commonly used as a surro-
gate marker for granule-mediated killing by cytotoxic lymphocytes. As NK and T
cells degranulate, they induce cell-surface expression of CD107a as the vesicle fuses
with the lipid bilayer [202].

NK cells and target cells are co-incubated for 4 h and the CD107a expression on
NK cells is then measured by flow cytometry. CD107a assays measure degranula-
tion, which is correlated with, but not a sufficient marker for, NK cell cytotoxicity.

2.8 Collagen matrix system

Type I collagen derived from rat tail was used to create the 3-D ECM-mimicking
environment (BD Biosciences, San Diego, California, USA). The collagen is in non-
pepsinized form and was delivered dissolved in 0.02N acetic acid (CH3COOH) in
flasks containing an approximate total of 100 mg of the protein. The concentration
of collagen in the stock solution was 3.0 mg/ml. To neutralize the slightly acidic pH
of the collagen solution, a small amount of sodium hydroxide (NaOH) was added.

To create the full gel, an amount of concentrated 5X RPMI-1640 cell culture
medium was also added, together with the normal isotonic 1X RPMI-1640 cell
culture medium, in which NK and HEK cells were suspended to the appropriate
concentrations.

The components were mixed at room temperature according to manufacturer’s
instructions. The pore size of a 1.5 mg/ml type I collagen gel has been estimated
to be approximately 3µm, corrected for the orientation-dependent blindspot in
CRM [203].

To embed the cell-containing gel in the microchip wells, approximately 700–900 µl
gel was deposited on top of the microchip.

The petri dish containing the microchip was then transferred to an incubator
to facilitate fibrillogenesis in the gel and ensure cell viability. After incubation for
30 min at 37 ◦C, 5 % CO2, the lid was removed from the petri dish and the gel was
then covered with 2–3 ml complete RPMI cell culture medium. When the gel has
been covered with medium, the gel on top of the microchip detached, separating
it from the parts of the gel embedded in the microwells. The detached gel was
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Figure 2.8: Schematic figure of experimental setup and hydrogel embed-
ding procedure. (A) Exploded view of the microchip platform consisting of plas-
tic holder (i) with embedded stainless steel cylinders (ii), microchip (iii), gasket
(iv), and plastic lid (v) with embedded magnets (vi) (B) Procedure for preparing
collagen-embedded cells mixtures. Stock solution of collagen monomers dissolved
in acetic acid (i) was brought to the right concentration by addition of concentrated
cell medium (ii) and reconstituted by adding NaOH (iii) to which a mixture of NK
cells and target cells suspended in RPMI was added (iv). (C) The cell-collagen mix
was rapidly deposited onto the microwell chip inserted in the assembled holder.
(D) Schematic view of the deposit and maturation of the collagen matrix in the
microwells. The viscous collagen-cell mixture poured into the wells (i) that was
then incubated under physiological conditions for 30 min (ii). When the matrix
had set medium was gently streamed over the wells which caused excess matrix to
detach from the chip (iii) leaving only cell-collagen mixture in the wells (iv).
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then aspirated and discarded, and the chip was again gently covered with complete
RPMI medium.

2.9 Statistical analyses

The non-parametric two-sided Mann–Whitney U -test was used to evaluate statisti-
cal significance in Papers I, II & III. Yates’ χ2 test was used to evaluate statistical
significance in Papers I, III, & IV. Student’s t-test and Fisher’s exact test were
additionally used in Paper I. Paper II additionally used the Wilcoxon signed-rank
test.



Chapter 3

Results

Outline

This chapter describes the results presented in Papers I–V. Paper I investigates
the contact and killing behavior of IL-2-activated NK cells at the single-cell level.
Paper II characterizes the migration and contact dynamics of resting and IL-2-
activated NK cells. The effect of NK cell education on migration, contact, and
killing dynamics is explored in Paper III. Paper IV reports a platform for single-
cell screening of NK cell cytotoxicity. Lastly, Paper V presents a microwell-based
platform for screening NK cell migration and cytotoxicity in 3-D.

3.1 Paper I: Dissecting NK cell functional heterogeneity

In Paper I, we followed N = 178 NK cells over a time period of 12 h. During this
assay, a total of 384 NK–target contacts were scored for conjugation and attachment
time, as well as outcome (killing or non-killing). We found that approximately half
of the NK cells did not kill any target cells. Among those NK cells that did kill
targets, a small fraction of cells were highly efficient killers, lysing ≥ 5 targets.
These cells, termed serial killer NK cells, or skNK cells delivered faster lytic hits
that contained more perforin, and induced target cell death faster than other cells.

3.1.1 Population-based measurements of lysis and degranulation

As part of Paper I, we performed 51Cr-release assays to estimate the susceptibility
of 293T target cells to IL-2-activated NK cells (Paper I, Figure 1). We found that
at high E:T ratios, about 40 % of targets were killed, and that as E:T ratios were
titrated down, specific lysis sank rapidly (Paper I, Figure 1A).

Interestingly, screening NK cells for expression of CD107a (or LAMP-1, lysosomal-
associated membrane protein-1), a degranulation marker, found that the percentage
of CD107a+ plateaued at 15 % for low E:T ratios (Paper I, Figure 1B). This data

37
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indicate that at lower E:T ratios, only a fraction of NK cells are cytolytic, but those
that are, kill more than one target cell. What this assay does not show, however, is
how this cytotoxic potential is distributed across the studied NK cell population.

3.1.1.1 Conjugation and attachment times for lytic and non-lytic
interactions

When we analyzed contact data for killing and non-killing interactions, we found
that conjugation time was significantly shorter for killing interactions than for non-
killing interactions (65 min vs. 81 min) (Paper I, Figure 3A). For attachment time,
the differences between lytic and non-lytic interactions were not statistically signifi-
cant (Paper I, Figure 3B). The shorter duration of lytic contacts could be explained
by loss of conjugate stability due to quicker delivery of membrane-disrupting pro-
teins.

3.1.2 Multiple lytic hits

Lytic hits were scored both manually and by using Matlab routines described in
section 2.4.2.2. Both modeling and experimental data suggests that target cells
can be subjected to several lytic hits before they are killed by effector cells such
as T cells and NK cells. Evidence from time-lapse fluorescence microscopy also
suggests that several lytic attack can be required to kill target cells. During our
work with Paper I, we observed what we interpreted as discrete drops in target cell
fluorescence intensity after the target cell had encountered an NK cell.

Lytic hit analysis was performed on data published in Paper I and it was found
that cells were overwhelmingly likely to die if subjected to at least one lytic hit
(Figure 3.1). 69 % of cytolytic interactions exhibited at least one lytic hit.

If we instead look at the intensity profiles of cells involved in non-killing in-
teractions, they are less likely to be scored as taking hits. One or more lytic hits
were scored in only 11 % of contacts. In this analysis, we have not quantified
whether target cells that recovered from hits in non-lytic interactions were killed
in subsequent interactions. It is thus possible that cells that receive non-lytic hits
are primed for death in later NK cell interactions. Nevertheless, the number of
hits scored in non-lytic interactions vs. in lytic interactions shows that killing is
typically accompanied by a lytic hit.

Figure 3.2 shows the temporal distribution of detected lytic hits. The higher
concentration of lytic interactions early in the assay (Paper I, Figure S2) is reflected
by the number of lytic hits detected in the first 3 h of assay time (Figure 3.2, page
40).

Altoghether, this suggests that once an NK cell has cleared enough checkpoints
to degranulate, cyotoxcity is generally efficient [70].
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Figure 3.1: Histograms of lytic and non-lytic interactions. If a lytic hit is
scored, the target cell is highly likely to die. (A) Number of scored lytic hits for
cytolytic interactions. (B) Number of lytic hits for non-killing interactions.
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Figure 3.2: Temporal distribution of lytic hits in killing and non-killing
interactions. (A) Hit distribution for killing interactions. (B) Hit distribution
for non-killing interactions. The horizontal axis shows interaction number, which is
the total number of NK–target interactions analyzed. Scored hits are marked with
circles. The vertical axis shows the time point, ttp. The time in minutes is given
by tmin = (ttp − 1)× 2.
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3.1.3 Small minority of NK cells responsible for majority of
killing

After evaluating the single-cell killing behavior of IL-2-activated NK cells in Paper
I, we discovered that approximately 20 % of the NK cells were responsible for a
majority of killing events (Paper I, Figure 5C). Approximately 6 % of the total cells
were skNK cells that were able to kill 5 or more target cells during the 12 h assay
time.

3.1.4 Classification of NK cells
When we investigated the contact histories of all studied NK cells (Paper I, Fig-
ure 6), a pattern started to emerge. NK cells are typically committed killers or
committed non-killers. NK cells that do not kill in initial interactions seldom start
killing in subsequent interactions. Conversely, NK cells that kill in early interac-
tions become more likely to not kill cells the more contacts that they form. This
behavior is termed exhaustion, when NK cells initially kill target efficiently, but
later stop killing and do not start again, regardless of number of target cell con-
tacts. Interestingly, the group of stochastic killers, that is, cells that alternate at
least once between non-killing and killing, make up only a small part of the studied
NK cells (3 %). These results suggest that target cell heterogeneity is less impor-
tant for the outcome of the NK–target interaction (killing/non-killing) than NK
cell heterogeneity. In addition, according to simulations we ran as part of Paper
I, this classification is unlikely to emerge if all NK cells are equally likely to kill
(Paper II, Figure 6D; Paper II, Figure S1).

3.1.5 Properties of skNK cells
Serial killer NK cells are typically scored as more active on most of our measure-
ments compared to non-serial killer NK cells. Although they spend more time
conjugated to target cells, their morphology is generally more irregular and less
round than the average NK cell [204]. This indicates that serial killers more fre-
quently migrate and change their morphology for this reason. Serial killer NK cells
generally kill with short, intense hits, rather than several lytic hits spread out over
time. This is connected to the mode of killing: Serial killers are more likely than
non-serial killers to kill targets in what we have termed fast killing [188].

3.2 Paper II: Distinct migration and contact dynamics of
resting and IL-2-activated NK cells

In Paper II, we compared the migration and contact behavior of freshly isolated,
resting NK cells, and expanded IL-2-activated NK cells. Nresting = 265 and NIL-2 =
221 NK cells were tracked for duration of 8 h and NK–target cell contacts were
evaluated as described in Figure 2.5 (page 25).
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3.2.1 Activated NK cells show more dynamic migration
behavior

While resting NK cell show few signs of dynamically shifting their migration be-
haviors, activated cells show a more diverse migratory repertoire (Paper II, Figure
2). Many resting cells were found to spend the entire assay in migratory arrest
periods. In contrast, activated cells are much more likely to transiently alternate,
or shift, between periods of high and low motility, i.e. to switch between different
modes of migration (Figure 3.3, page 43; Paper II, Figure 2A).

3.2.2 Contact dynamics markedly different between resting and
activated NK cells

Some of the differences in migration behavior between resting and activated NK
cells can be partly explained by donor-to-donor differences in NK cell phenotype
and/or viability/activation status (Paper II, Figure S3). When we examine the
contact dynamics, however, a sharp distinction between resting and activated NK
cells emerges. Resting cells are, in general, much less likely to strongly attach to
target cells and consequently spend less time in both attachment and conjugation
phases (Paper II, Figure 3).

We have previously observed that NK cells in some target cell interactions (par-
ticularly highly activated NK cells) circulate their presumptive targets several times
in a quick fashion. This behavior could be consistent with a successive integration
of activation signals provided by ligands on the target cell surface, and that the NK
cell could use spatially separated ligands to reach its threshold for cytotoxicity.

To investigate whether this motile scanning behavior was related to activation
status, we set up three criteria to identify conjugates that displayed this behavior
(Figure 3.4; Paper II, Figure 5). We found that motile scanning was relatively
common in the activated subset (25 % of interactions). Approximately 8 % of the
resting conjugates exhibited this behavior.

3.2.3 Morphological differences between resting and activated
cells

Comparing the morphological features of resting and activated NK cells, we find
notable differences. Resting NK cells were found to be significantly rounder and
smaller than IL-2-activated NK cells. Resting cells also typically maintain this
morphology when in contact with target cells (Figure 3.5, page 45).

3.2.4 Resting NK cells show markedly reduced killing capability
of HEK293T targets

The human embryonic cell line 293T is known to express some amount of HLA-E,
and is thus not MHC class I-deficient. Resting NK cells do not readily lyse 293T
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Figure 3.3: Number and duration of transient migration arrest periods.
(A) Number of TMAPs per cell for resting and IL-2-activated NK cells. (B)
Duration of TMAPs for resting and IL-2-activated NK cells. Figure reproduced
from Paper II [205].
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Figure 3.4: Motile scanning by resting and activated NK cells. (A)
Transmitted-light image of an NK cell circling a target cell several times before
it continues. The scale bar indicates 10 µm. (B) Fluorescent image of NK cell
(red) and target cells (green) in (A). (C) Distance migrated in conjugation vs.
area covered in conjugation. Conjugation periods fulfulling the three critera for
motile scanning are marked as blue squares for resting and red diamonds for ac-
tivated NK cells. (D) Migration speed in conjugation vs. distance migrated in
conjugation for resting (squares) and activated (diamonds) NK cells. (E) Migra-
tion speed in conjugation vs. area covered in conjugation for resting (squares) and
activated (diamonds) NK cells. Figure reproduced from Paper II [205].
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Figure 3.5: Contact dynamics of resting and IL-2-activated NK cells. Time-
lapse sequences of NK–target cell contact behavior showing conjugation and attach-
ment phases. The scale bar indicates 10µm. (A) Time-lapse sequence showing
NK–target cell interaction of resting NK cell. The contact time is short and the
NK cell may not form a proper immune synapse. (B) Time-lapse sequence of NK–
target interaction for an IL-2-activated NK cells. The NK cell binds strongly to
the target cell and forms a strong immune synapse. At t = 50 min, the conjugation
ends and the NK cell starts to migrate away from the target cell while in attach-
ment phase. (C,D) NK cell roundness as a function of time for the NK cells shown
in (A) and (B), respectively. Figure reproduced from Paper II [205].
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target cells. In fact, as we show in Paper II, only two cytolytic events were recorded
for 265 resting NK cells tracked over an 8-h period. In contrast, IL-2-activated cells
showed far more efficient cytotoxicity against 293T, killing a total of 240 targets.
Activated NK cells in general show more efficient cytotoxicity than resting cells.
Activation by IL-2 may cause NK cells to retune the balance between activation
and inhibition that is necessary to trigger degranulation and consequently killing.

As part of Paper II, we ran a 51Cr release assay testing the cytotoxicity of freshly
isolated NK cells against 293T target cells. At E:T ratios comparable to the assay,
between 5–10 % of HEK 293T target cells were killed during the 4-h incubation
period. Even at high E:T ratios, specific killing never exceeded 15 %.

As we described in Paper I (Figure 6), NK cells can be divided into different
groups based on their contact and killing behavior. Killers and non-killers, i.e.
cells that exclusively kill or don’t kill, together make up a vast majority of NK
cells. Thus, the probability of killing a particular target cell for IL-2-activated NK
cells seems to be either shifted to the lower end (non-killing) or to the higher end
(killing) of the spectrum. Stochastic killing – that NK cells at least once shift from
non-killing to killing, was only observed in 3 % of NK cells.

3.3 Paper III: Migration, contact and killing dynamics of
educated and non-educated NK cells

Paper III investigated the influence of NK cell education on migration and cytotoxi-
city. We found that NKG2A+ NK cells exhibited more dynamic migration behavior,
formed more stable contacts, had an increased spreading at the IS, and were more
likely to kill target cells than non-educated IR− NK cells. Additionally, a compari-
son of cytotoxic cells in both NKG2A+ and IR− populations showed no significant
differences in contact dynamics. This suggests that education through NKG2A
promotes migration and contact formation. and modulates NK cell cytotoxicity by
lowering the threshold for activation of the cytolytic machinery.

3.3.1 Sorting, stimulation and short-term culture of NKG2A+

and IR− NK cells

To study the effect of NK cell education on cytotoxicity and migration, NK cells
were sorted into two subsets corresponding to educated and non-educated NK
cells (Paper III, Figure 1). Educated NK cells, termed NKG2A+, were sorted as
CD56dimCD57−KIR−NKG2A+. Non-educated NK cells, termed IR−, were sorted
on CD56dimCD57−KIR−NKG2A−. HEK 293T and HLA-deficient K562 were used
as target cell lines. 293T cells express low levels of HLA-E, so NKG2A+ NK cells
are educated against the main 293T target cell HLA ligand.

FACS sorting negatively affected NK cell cytotoxicity. To restore functional
capacity, sorted NK cells were incubated for two days in low doses of IL-2 before
they were used in experiments (Paper III, Figure S1A). As measured by time-lapse
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imaging of NK cell cytotoxicity in microwell, two days of IL-2 stimulation restored
the cytotoxic response of sorted NK cells to the same level as resting MACS-sorted
NK cells after two days in culture. IL-2 stimulation led to a slight upregulation
of KIR and CD57 expression in both subsets and a similarly small upregulation
of NKG2A expression in the IR− subset. (Paper III, Figure S1B-C). Interestingly,
results from CD107a degranulation assays were not always consistent with results
from microwell screening. IL-2-stimulated NKG2A+ NK cells showed increased
cytotoxicity against K562 targets in microwell assays, but this was not coupled
with increased CD107a expression. In comparison, IL-2 stimulation increased both
cytotoxicity and CD107a expression of IR− NK cells (Paper III, Figure S1A and
Figure S2B). Furthermore, both IL-2-stimulated IR− and NKG2A+ NK cells showed
increased degranulation against 293T targets. This suggests that CD107 expression
is not always a reliable correlate of cytotoxicity.

The expression of activating receptors in both IR− and NKG2A+ subsets was not
significantly influenced by IL-2. However, following IL-2 stimulation, the levels of
expression of NKp30 and NKG2D increased and the expression of NKp46 decreased.
DNAM-1 expression was not affected by stimulation (Paper III, Figure 2A).

Less than 10 % of IR− NK cells induced NKG2A expression following stimulation
(Figure S1C). IR− NK cells that acquired expression of NKG2A did not contribute
significantly to the degranulation response against 293T target cells (Paper III,
Figure S2D). For these reasons, IR− NK cells with induced expression of NKG2A
are unlikely to bias the cytotoxic response of IR− NK cells against 293T targets.

3.3.2 Migration and contact dynamics of NKG2A+ and IR− NK
cells

Migration and cytotoxicity assays (as detailed in section 2.2.1.3) were performed
on IR− and NKG2A+ NK cells. In total, NIR− = 102 and NNKG2A+ = 101 cells
were tracked and scored for contact and killing behavior as described in Figure 2.5.
Cells were imaged for 12 h with a time resolution of 2 min.

The differences in mean migration speeds of IR− and NKG2A+ NK cells were not
statistically significant (Figure 3.6B; Paper III, Figure 3B). Comparing time spent
in different modes of migration, NKG2A+ NK cells spent more time in directed
migration and random movement than IR− NK cells (Figure 3.6D-E; Paper III,
Figure 3D-E). Furthermore, NKG2A+ NK cells exhibited more dynamic migration
behavior, evidenced by more frequent alternations between modes of migration
(Figure 3.6F; Paper III, Figure 3F). These differences were statistically significant.

NKG2A+ NK cells were found to make more frequent contacts with target cells
(an average of 2.6 vs 1.5 for IR− NK cells) (Figure 3.7B; Paper III, 4B). NKG2A+

NK cells also spent twice as much time interacting with target cells than did IR−

NK cells (Figure 3.7C-D; Paper III, 4C-D).
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Figure 3.6: Migration dynamics of educated and non-educated NK cells.
(A) Fluorescence image showing NK cells (blue), 293T target cells (live in green,
dead in red). Overlaid in white is a sample NK cell trajectory. Scale bar is 50
µm. (B) Mean migration speed (in µm/min) of IR− and NKG2A+ NK cells.
(C) Fraction of time spent in TMAP. (D) Fraction of time in random movement.
(E) Fraction of time in directed movement. (F) Number of alternations between
modes of migration. Reproduced from [177], with permission. Copyright 2015. The
American Association of Immunologists, Inc.
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Figure 3.7: Contact dynamics of educated and non-educated NK cells.
(A) Time-lapse sequence of NK–target interaction highlighting the different contact
phases shown in Figure 2.5. (B) Number of contacts formed by IR− and NKG2A+

NK cells. (C) Fraction of time spent in conjugation. (D) Fraction of time spent
in attachment. Reproduced from [177], with permission. Copyright 2015. The
American Association of Immunologists, Inc.

3.3.3 Killing dynamics and cytotoxicity of NKG2A+ and IR−

NK cells

NKG2A+ NK cells are more efficient killers than IR− NK cells. NKG2A+ NK cells
that killed at least one target cell constitute 53 % of NK cells, whereas only 15 %
of IR− NK cells killed targets (Paper III, Figure 5A). skNK cells, here defined as
killing three or more target cells, were more frequent in the NKG2A+ than in the
IR− subpopulation (17 % vs. 4 %) (Paper III, Figure 5A). When grouping cells
according to cytotoxic behavior (see section 3.1.4), we find that 41 % of IR− never
interacted with a target, 44 % are non-killers, 7 % always kill, 6 % are exhausted,
and 2 % kill in a stochastic manner (Paper III, Figure 5B). For NKG2A+ NK cells,
17 % did not interact, 23 % are non-killers, 23 % always kill, 21 % are exhausted,
and 9 % stochastic killing behavior (Paper III, Figure 5B).

To test NKG2A+ and IR− NK cell cytotoxicity against an HLA-deficient target
cell, a cytotoxicity screen (as described in section 2.2.1.1) was performed against
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K562 cells (Paper III, Figure 6A). NKG2A+ cytotoxicity against K562 cells was
found to be 30 % (Paper III, Figure 6B). 5 % of IR− NK cell killed K562 targets.
Furthermore, the prevalence of serial killing was 10 % in the NKG2A+ subset, com-
pared to only 1 % for IR− NK cells.

The likelihood for killing target cells was 2-3 times higher for NKG2A+ than IR−

NK cells (Paper III, Figure 7A-B). NKG2A+ NK cells were conjugated to targets
longer in non-lytic interactions compared to IR− NK cells. Interestingly, there was
no difference in NK–target cell conjugation times for lytic interactions (Paper III,
Figure 7C).

3.4 Paper IV: Single-cell cytotoxicity screening identifies
prevalence of serial killing in resting and IL-2-activated
NK cells

In this paper, we used single-cell screening of thousands of individual NK cells
to dissect NK cell functional heterogeneity against 293T and K562 target cells.
Most resting NK cells were found to be weakly cytotoxic against K562 target cells,
however a small fraction of NK cells exhibited serial killing during the 12-h assay.
NK cell cytotoxicity varied between donors, but a small fraction of highly cytotoxic
cells were consistently responsible for a substantial majority of target cell killing.

3.4.1 Screening of NK cell-mediated killing of tumor cells

Microwells containing single NK cells and at least one live target cell at T0 h were
analyzed after 6 and 12 hours (T6 h & T12 h). IL-2-activated NK cells from 3 donors
were evaluated against K562 and 293T target cells. Single NK cells in wells with
at least one K562 target cell killed in 30–70 % of studied wells (Paper IV, Figure
2A). For 293T cells, NK cells killed in 20–70 % of wells (Paper IV, Figure 2A). It
was also noted that a large part of NK cell-mediated killing took place within the
first 6 hours of the experiment.

3.4.2 Time-lapse imaging of NK cell cytotoxicity

Time-lapse imaging of resting NK cell cytotoxicity against K562 cells was performed
as described in section 2.2.1.1 and similar to time-lapse experiments presented in
Paper III. Briefly, NK and targets were seeded into 50-µm microwells at an E:T
ratio of 1:3. For each experiment, a total of 810 microwells were imaged every 3
min for 12 h. Data from three independent experiments show that in wells with one
NK cell and at least one target cell, around 25 % of resting NK cells were cytotoxic
against K562 cells. For wells with single NK cells and at least 3 targets, 28 % of
NK cells were cytotoxic. Of these resting cytotoxic cells, around 1 % were skNK
cells which killed three or more target cells.
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3.4.3 Screening for NK cell serial killing

Additional experiments were performed with higher target cell density (lower E:T
ratios) to facilitate detection of serial killing. skNK cells, i.e. NK cells that killed ≥
3 target cells, were found to be responsible for 70 % of K562 cell death. Particularly
cytotoxic serial killers, i.e. NK cells that killed ≥ 5 target cells, killed 20–25 % of
targets. These results are in accordance with the results of Paper I, as described in
section 3.1.3. In Paper I, although conditions differ between the two experiments,
NK cells killing ≥ 3 target cells comprised 20 % of NK cells and killed 62 % of target
cells. In addition, in Paper I, NK cells killing ≥ 5 target cells were responsible for
a comparable amount of target cell death as in this Paper.

3.5 Paper V: 3-D assay for NK–target interactions

Paper V presents a microwell-based assay for 3-D time-lapse imaging of NK cell
migration and cytotoxicity.

3.5.1 Co-embedding of NK and target cells and
characterization of embedding procedure

NK and 293T cells were co-embedded in a collagen matrix as described in Figure
2.8 (page 35). A representative example of this embedding is shown in Figure 3.8.

Figure 3.8: Co-embedded NK and 293T cells. Shows a 3-D rendered image
of NK cells (red) and 293T target cells (green) inside 300-µm deep microwell. The
sides of the well are 450 µm. The scale bar is 100 µm.
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To evaluate the spatial distribution of NK and target cells in the well, the
normalized cumulative fluorescence from successive z slices were plotted against
the distance from the bottom of the well (Figure 3.9; Paper V, Figure 2B).
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Figure 3.9: Cumulative fluorescence from successive well sections. Distri-
bution of fluorescence for automatically tracked data sets. NK cell fluorescence is
marked by red circles, 293T target cell fluorescence is marked by blue circles. Data
is from 5 wells, 3 independent experiments.

In one experiment it was noted that a large part of cells had sedimented on the
bottom of the well. Furthermore, these cells generally remained on the bottom of
the well during the entire 12-h assay. By plotting cumulative fluorescence against z
slice (i.e. distance from the bottom of the well), a region 40µm up from the bottom
was selected for analysis in that data set (Figure 3.10; Paper V, Figure S1).

3.5.2 NK cell migration in 3-D hydrogel system

The mean migration speed of NK cells was found to be 1.3± 0.7 µm/min. A track
plot of automatically tracked NK cells is shown in Figure 3.11 (page 54). This is
lower compared to 2-D, and can be explained by the cells being strongly embedded
in the 3-D matrix. It has been shown that cells embedded in telopeptide-containing
collagen require proteolytic cell migration to a greater extent than in comparable
telopeptide-cleaved matrices. Modes of migrations were quantified. NK cells were
found to spend a majority of time in TMAPs (Paper V, Figure 4A).
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Figure 3.10: Cumulative fluorescence from successive well sections for
single data set. Distribution of fluorescence for data set selected for automated
tracking of cell migration in Paper V. NK cell fluorescence is marked by red circles,
293T target cell fluorescence is marked by blue circles.

3.5.3 NK–target cell interactions in 3-D hydrogel
Killing was scored manually by inspecting each NK–target interaction. For a killing
event to be scored, the target cell had to exhibit morphology characteristic of
apoptosis or necrosis. For target cells labeled with cytosolic fluorescent dye, death
is readily accompanied by a significant loss of fluorescence. NK cell-mediated killing
of target cells was observed in the three experiments analyzed. An example of this is
shown in Figure 5 (Paper V), where an NK cell is followed killing two target cells.
However, NK cell-mediated killing was observed in 11 % of studied interactions.
The observed cytolytic fraction is lower than for IL-2-activated NK cells in 2-D
migration assays, as reported in Papers I, II & III. The observed differences could
be explained by lower target cell availability in 3-D.
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Figure 3.11: Track plot of automatically tracked cells in 3-D collagen ma-
trix. N = 88 NK cell trajectories lasting longer than 2 h are plotted.



Chapter 4

Discussion and conclusions

Outline

This chapter discusses the results presented in the previous chapter and offers con-
cluding remarks.

4.1 Heterogeneity in NK cell behavior

In order to combat diverse and evolving threats the immune system needs to dy-
namically respond to pathogens. A study on monozygotic twins has found that
over 80 % of the observed variance in different parameters of the immune system
can be explained by environmental factors [206]. Cytotoxic lymphocytes are potent
mediators of cytotoxicity and their effector functions need to be tightly regulated
to ensure tolerance to self. Potentially autoreactive T cells, i.e. T cells carrying
a TCR with high affinity for self antigens are negatively selected in the thymus.
Additionally, T cells are kept in check in the periphery by regulatory T cells and the
requirement of co-stimulatory signals for activation. NK cell effector functions are
regulated by balancing the input from activating and inhibitory receptors. Relative
to TCRs, germline-encoded receptors may seem like a blunt set of tools for recogni-
tion of pathogens. Still, NK cells are able to respond to a diverse array of threats.
NK cell education ensures NK cell tolerance to self. The process of education is
likely a dynamic process where NK cells continually tune their functional capacity
against the environment [52]. NK cell responsiveness, and cytotoxic potential, is
thus a process that is continually shaped by NK cell interactions with their local
environment.

It has been shown that gene expression is a stochastic process that contains
an amount of intrinsic noise [207]. Because of this, genetically identical cells that
mature under virtually identical conditions and in similar cytokine milieus may still
be functionally different in subtle but potentially significant ways.

55
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In Paper I, we proposed a functional classification of NK cells into groups based
on their contact and killing histories. We found that cells are, as a rule, either
consistent killers or consistent non-killers. It is not entirely clear what causes this
skewing of NK cell cytotoxicity towards either killing or non-killing. Two possi-
ble explanations for this observed consistency in killing behavior are education or
metabolic status. It is also not clear why some killers stop killing earlier than oth-
ers, and if exhaustion is related to depletion of lytic granules, downregulation of
activating receptors, or other factors.

Our investigation into what connects NK cell migration and cytotoxicity has thus
far not revealed any clear connection with distributions of modes of migration. The
connection that seems clear, however, is that cells that migrate actively are more
likely to encounter target cells, and thus more likely to kill.

Though there probably exists a degree of phenotypic heterogeneity within target
cell populations, it is not likely to play an important role in our studies for the
fate of individual target cells after NK–target cell interactions. It can be argued
that target cell populations are more likely to be more homogeneous than primary
NK cell populations in that they derive from cell lines that have been grown for a
longer period of time and have thus had the opportunity to become genotypically
and phenotypically stable. However, it can not be excluded that target cells exhibit
significant variation on the single-cell level. Our observation that the NK cells are
committed killers or non-killers, however, indicates that the heterogeneous killing
behavior is explained by NK-intrinsic factors.

Several NK cells can be seen to make non-lytic contact with the same target
cell before one NK cell mounts a cytotoxic response. It is not clear whether target
cells become more likely to be killed if they are contacted by several NK cells. It is
possible, although we have shown that it is probably rare, that NK cells degranulate
and hit the target with lytic granules without death being induced in the target.
Understandably, NK-cell mediated killing is both specific and efficient. In the case
of NK cells, there is some data to suggest that NK cells become more efficient killers
the more target cells they encounter [149]. Though we found a tendency for NK cells
to kill faster in later contacts, we could not establish this connection statistically. It
is worth cautioning that studies on serial killing are not easily comparable, as target
cell availability may differ between studies. It is not surprising that high levels of
serial killing is found in NK cells studied on 2-D target cell monolayers, where
the need for NK cell motility to mediate effector functions is smaller compared to
systems where active migration is required. Studies using higher concentrations
of target cells thus more closely resemble typical population-based assays, where
NK–target cell contact is more or less ensured regardless of NK cell motility.

The dynamics of multiple hits, target cell evasion of lytic granule-induced damage
and subsequent repair by serine protease inhibitors has been modelled mathemat-
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ically [86]. In Paper I we found that taking a lytic hit, as measured by inspecting
the target cell fluorescence profile, is almost universally fatal to target cells, but
that a target can also take several lytic hits before dying. One interesting way
forward that can help elucidate the multiple hits phenomenon could be to use NK
cell lines expressing granule localized fluorescent fusion proteins, as has been de-
scribed in [208]. The timing and delivery of granules could then be used to verify
the connection between individual lytic hits and target cell fluorescence.

skNK cells are potentially interesting as a means of enhancing the effectiveness
of adoptive immunotherapy. However, little is know of what makes serial killer lym-
phocytes such effective killers relative to other cells. One possibility of approaching
serial killing would be to screen NK cell populations that have been sorted through
FACS on the basis of receptor expression, and test whether these populations differ
in their makeup of skNK cells. This was done in Paper III, and it was found that
NKG2A-educated NK cells were more likely to be skNK cells than non-NKG2A-
educated NK cells. By extending this approach to other subsets, e.g. by isolating
the influence of other educating, or activating receptors, it is possible that more will
be learned about what makes skNK cells particularly cytotoxic. This would help
to provide a further link between serial killing and cellular phenotype. Another
approach could be to try to stimulate the NK cells with different cytokines and test
how different activation protocols affect the prevalence of serial killing.

4.2 Differences between resting and activated NK cells

Resting NK cells are freshly isolated from peripheral blood. These are cells circu-
lating, or patrolling, peripheral blood and can respond to chemokine stimulation
by extravasating and invading surrounding tissues.

Unstimulated peripheral blood NK cells have generally a low level of activity in
in vitro assays. We found this to be the case for most of the resting cells studied in
Paper II. This could be explained by our choice of target cell, 293T. As described
in section 2.1.2, 293T cells express inhibitory KIR ligands. This explains the lower
cytotoxicity of resting NK cells against 293T cells compared to the HLA-negative
target used in Paper IV. Although donor-to-donor variation could partly explain
the differences in migration behavior between resting and activated NK cells, they
could not explain the differences in contact dynamics. Resting NK cells showed a
significantly impaired ability to form conjugates with target cells. The ability to
form conjugates and the ability to actively migrate seem to be coupled in NK cells.

4.3 NK cell education skews migration and cytotoxicity
profiles

In Paper III, we found that education through NKG2A is associated with higher
rates of target cell conjugation and killing in mature NK cells. In addition, NKG2A+

NK cells exhibited a more dynamic migration behavior than IR− NK cells. Similar
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to the results reported in Paper II for IL-2-activated and resting NK cells, educated
NK cells spent more time in conjugation and post-conjugation attachment than IR−

NK cells. The reported higher frequency of NKG2A+ target cell conjugation can
in part be explained by their relatively more dynamic migration behavior. The
longer durations of target cell contacts could also be explained by increased inside-
out signaling by activating receptors to LFA-1, which is associated with NK cell
education [209]. The increased ability of NKG2A+ NK cells to kill target cells
was not just a function of their higher ability to form conjugates. NKG2A+ NK
cells more frequently killed conjugated target cells than did IR− NK cells, and also
exhibited a greater spreading response upon conjugation. The expression levels of
activating receptors could not account for differences in cytotoxicity between the
two subsets. However, for conjugates that led to killing, conjugation, attachment
times, and spreading response was similar between IR− and NKG2A+ NK cells.
This suggests that the threshold for activating the cytolytic machinery is lower in
NKG2A+ NK cells. skNK cells were more common in the educated subset. However,
a small population of IR− NK cells also exhibited serial killing. Although it cannot
be excluded that IR− skNK cells had upregulated NKG2A during post-sorting short-
term IL-2 culture, it was noted that a small fraction of resting IR− showed CD107a
expression in a degranulation assay. Additionally, a majority of CD107a+ IR− NK
cells had not acquired expression of inhibitory receptors. Consequently, IR− NK
cells that had upregulated inhibitory receptors following IL-2 stimulation are not
expected to have significantly skewed the cytotoxic response of the uneducated
subset.

As has been noted previously, CD107a expression is not always consonant with
actual killing as measured by cytotoxicity screening and time-lapse killing assays.
One explanation for this, as noted previously for the estimates of skNK cells in
different experimental systems, is the abundance of target cells. In microwells,
NK cells need to actively migrate to exert cytotoxicity, but in CD107a assays, this
requirement does not apply. Paper II quantified how IL-2-activation induced a
skewing of the migration profile of NK cells towards more dynamic migration be-
havior. After two days of IL-2 stimulation, the discrepancy between CD107a+ and
cytotoxicity was less pronounced, which can be explained by increased migration
and ability to form conjugates. As noted in the results section of Paper III, the
changes in CD107a expression before and after IL-2 activation was not consistent
between target cells. Although cytotoxicity against both cell lines was increased,
NKG2A+ NK cells showed increased degranulation against 293T, but not K562 cells.
This shows that single-cell cytotoxicity assays are necessary for reliable estimates
of cytotoxic frequencies.

4.4 Single-cell screening of NK cells

Our single-cell screening platform allows high-throughput tracking of upwards to
tens of thousands of individual cells. It simultaneously allows for assessment of
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their functional capacity. This single-cell screening assay is a marked improvement
over conventional population-based cytotoxicity assays, like 51Cr-release assays.
The platform allows for the identification of rare subsets, like skNK cells, and
additionally enables time-lapse screening that can reveal subtle behavior of immune
cells. By screening a large number of NK cells, we were able to identify skNK cells
in resting NK cell populations, where skNK cells were found to constitute 1 % of
resting NK cells.

By integrating this platform with cell retrieval systems, functional subsets could
be isolated and further analyzed. The development of a single-cell picking platform
that can be integrated with our microwell screening platform is an ongoing research
project in our group. An integrated cell picker could provide an opportunity for
further study of skNK cells and a determination of phenotypes associated with
serial killing. Additionally, this screening platform has the potential for use in
donor selection for HSCT. Single-cell donor screening could potentially be used to
predict graft-versus-host and graft-versus-leukemia effects in patients, and therefore
provide a complement to KIR and HLA typing prior to transplantation.

4.5 Approaching organotypic screening assays for NK cell
behavior

The presented collagen-based migration and cytotoxicity assay allows, similar to
the presented 2-D assays, for tracking and evaluation of small, spatially confined
populations of NK cells for an extended period of time.

It is known that cell types employ different migration strategies depending on
ECM composition [210]. Cells expressing lower levels of integrin, e.g. T cells and
NK cells, largely migrate using integrin-independent amoeboid-like migration [132].
The studied NK cells were found to exhibit a range of different migration behav-
iors. While most cells had low motility, a small population of cells (around 10 %)
exhibited high motility. Cells were mostly found to alternate between periods of
migration arrest and the intermediate motility mode, random migration. It is un-
known if this increased migratory capacity can be explained by NK-intrinsic factors,
or whether they reflect local differences in ECM structure that facilitate NK cell
migration. Confocal reflection imaging has shown that most cells are likely embed-
ded in pores with average diameters smaller than the typical cell size [203]. LAK
cells have been found to be able to squeeze through pores as small as 3 µm [211].
Cell migration in a 3-D matrix thus requires either that the NK cells accommodate
their morphology to the local ECM environment in order to migrate by propulsive
squeezing, or that they degrade the local matrix by MMPs, and migrate through
integrin-dependent, mesenchymal-style migration. In the current analysis has not
addressed the respective contribution from these mechanisms. Previous work has
shown that the level of activation is important for NK cell migration and partly
through varied capacity to degrade the local matrix [113, 212].

NK cells were found to form shorter contacts than in comparable 2-D assays.
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Notably, the studied NK cell contacts exhibited short post-conjugation attachment
periods. A possible mechanism for these shorter contacts, especially the attachment
periods, could be that cells migrating in a 3-D environment have higher density of
extracellular ligands with which they can bind to generate traction that facilitates
breaking up a target cell contact. Our results are consistent with NK cells imaged
in vivo, where they were shown to make frequent short interactions with target
cells, compared to the relatively long contacts established on 2-D surfaces [146].

Although not quantified here, there seems to be a link between fast migrating
NK cells showing an elongated morphology, and the formation of multiple target
cell contacts. This observation is consistent with results from 2-D migration and
cytotoxicity assays, where NK cells with an activated, migratory morphology form
more contacts with target cells than NK cells not exhibiting this feature. Target
cell density presents an issue when comparing results from 2-D and 3-D data, and it
is not clear how the two cases should be compared. To approximate the target cell
density for experiments performed in 2-D, it is likely that an order of magnitude
more target cells are required in the 3-D assay.

The developed microwell-based assay is suitable for 3-D time-lapse imaging of
NK cells migration and cytotoxicity. This system allows for screening of smaller,
spatially confined populations of human immune cells and can be built upon by, in-
corporating cytokine stimulation and FACS-sorted populations to investigate func-
tional consequences of e.g. NK cell education and cytokine stimulation in 3-D
migration and cytotoxic behavior.

4.6 Conclusions

The aims of this thesis were to develop and evaluate microchip-based imaging meth-
ods for quantification of heterogeneous behavior of individual NK cells in 2-D and
3-D.

Using single-cell methods, it is possible to elucidate cellular behavior that is
obscured by population-based measurements. We have identified marked hetero-
geneities in the cytotoxic response and cell–cell interaction behavior of NK cells.
We have quantified how individual resting, IL-2-activated, NKG2A-educated and
non-educated NK cells differ in cell motility, contact behavior, cytotoxicity, and
killing dynamics.

Activated and NKG2A-educated NK cells were found to exhibit more dynamic
migration behavior, and more frequently switched between different modes of mi-
gration, than did resting and non-educated NK cells, respectively. IL-2-activated
and educated cells spent more time in conjugation and attachment than did resting
and non-educated NK cells, respectively. Resting NK cells did not show efficient
cytotoxicity against the target cells used in our study, while activated NK cells more
readily killed contacted targets. While resting NK cells were not efficient killers, a
small fraction were found to be skNK cells. We have further quantified how lytic
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hits are delivered to target cells, and describe how NK cells can deliver several lytic
hits to targets before killing them.

Additionally, we have developed a 3-D single-cell migration and cytotoxicity
assay that can be used to study NK–target cell behavior in a more physiological
setting than used in conventional assays.

Taken together, the methods and tools presented in this thesis advance current
approaches to single-cell analysis, which will likely play an even more important
role in the study of immune responses in the future.
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